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Preface

Launched in 1989, the FS-X is a U.S.-Japan program to develcp cooperatively a

new fighter for the Japan Air Self-Defence Forces. The program involves an

intricate process entitling the United States to sufficient access to Japanese

indigenously developed FS-X technology to determine the merits of procurement

not inconsistent with the Military Technolc -', Transfer Framework.

This report discusses the issues surrount. .,g U , ccess and options to license

technology from the Japanese active phased a, y ridar under development for

the FS-X. This report also examines the military imupu-tance of this type of radar

technology, past efforts to realize the technology in U.S. i-:ograms, and the

potential benefits to be gained from technology transfer.

This report should be of interest to analysts and policymakers concerned with

relevant issues of international defense cooperation and technology transfer.

The sponsor for this research is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
for Acquisition (Management, Policy, and Program Integration). Research at
RAND was performed under a project entitled Fighter Codevelopment on the Pacific

Rim: Issues and Problems of Technology Transfer in the Acquisition Project of the

Project AIR FORCE Division.
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Summary

The FS-X is a cooperative aircraft development program launched in 1989
between the United States and Japan. The FS-X program entitles the U.S.
government and U.S. industry access to Japanese FS-X technology. This report
explores the issue of U.S. access and possible licensed transfer of Japanese FS-X
radar technology for use by the U.S. government and industry.

The FS-X radar program is significant in that it may be the first program to
develop an operational acute phased array radar (APAR) for airborne fire
control APAR technology has the benefits of superior performance, reliability,
and maintainability. Nevertheless, because of stringent U.S. program
requirements and high production costs, APAR has not yet become an
operational reality in the United States. The FS-X is, therefore, important in that
it may signify growing strengths of Japan in a technical area historically
dominated by U.S. firms.

The FS-X radar is a very conservative attempt at developing APAR. Its
performance will be much lower than that of the APAR system planned for the
F-22 radar, primarily because of the far lower mission and program requirement
of the FS-X and an emphasis on cost containment in design. However, the FS-X
radar will probably be developed several years sooner and at a much lower cost
than the F-22 radar.

Despite the conservative design of the FS-X radar, several technologies from
Japan, if successfully transferred, could benefit U.S. industry. One area is high
volume, low-cost manufacturing technology for transmit/receive (T/R) modules.

Other FS-X radar technologies that might benefit U.S. defense programs include
the built-in-test algorithm and composite materials technology for the FS-X
antenna.

Despite the high potential for benefits, the practical implementation of technology
transfer faces several obstacles, such as the lack of knowledge and access of

Japanese FS-X technology by U.S. industry, complex technology transfer
procedures, conflicts with proprietary interests, differing program needs, and the
difficulties of transferring industrial assets. These obstacles narrow the scope of
what can be feasibly transferred from the FS-X radar program.
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Rather than technology per se, U.S. industry and government could benefit most
from learning about Japanese practices in industrial research and development
(R&D) and defense acquisition. Most of the strengths of the FS-X radar
contractor, Mitsubishi Electric Company (MELCO), can be attributed to an
efficient dual-use industrial structure and dominance over related civilian

markets rather than leadership in particular technology areas.

The acquisition approaches of the Japan Defence Agency ODA) also offer
promising alternatives for the Department of Defense (DoD) to adapt to the lean
post-Cold War budget environment. In particular, DoD may consider adopting
the Japanese practices of rapid system prototyping and incremental
improvement to maintain improvements in the state of the art under diminishing
resources. Whether or not DoD consciously adopts Japanese acquisition
approaches in the near future, however, eventually continued downsizings in the
U.S. defense budget could force DoD to take a more conservative, incremental
improvement system acquisition approach similar to that of Japan's in the FS-X
radar program.
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1. Introduction

Technology Access in the FS-X Program

The goal of this study is to devise strategies for U.S. collaboration with
international allies to enhance benefits to the DoD and US. industry. To
ascertain these strategies, this report discusses the case of the FS-X program and
issues behind U.S. efforts to gain access to Japanese active phased array radar

technology.

The FS-X, a U.S.-Japan program to codevelop a new fighter-support aircraft,
provides unique opportunities for the United States to gain access to Japanese
military technology. FS-X agreements and subsequent bilateral negotiations

entitle the United States to the "free and automatic flowback" of all Japanese
"derived technology," defined as "anything essentially developed as a result of
the use of US. technical data."1 The FS-X also entitles the United States to gain
access to technical data regarding "nonderived technology," defined as anything
solely developed by Japan. Access to technical data on nonderived technology is
intended to allow the United States to assess whether or not to procure the

technology from Japan for a fee negotiated at a later date.Z3

DoD is currently assessing several FS-X technologies to determine whether or not
to negotiate a procurement agreement with Japan. So far, DoD focused on one
technology in particular because of its advanced stage in development: the
active phased array radar (APAR).4,5 This approach involves technical
innovations that DoD considers may be applicable to US. defense needs.

The FS-X radar is significant as possibly the world's first APAR to be
operationalized on a tactical aircraft. DoD is particularly interested in the radar

1Truelog Tw&fr and Tedmoy FMwk with Jqp=L U.S. Indushy AMces to the FS-X Co-
Deuopmeit Pj•et, White Paper, US. Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Air Force, May 1991.

3Pree and automatic flowback of derived technology has precedent in licensed production
programs with Japan. including the P-15 and Patriot. However, the licensed access to solely
Japaneue-developed tednology is unprecedented in the history of US.-Japan collaborative programs.

4japanese R&D in APAR predates the FS-X program by more than a decade. Correspondence in
1993 with Captain Sid Perkins, USAF, FS-X Liaison Officer stationed at MIM[H, Nagoya, Japan.

5DoD has conducted visits to Japan to gain information about the FS-X mission computer,
integrated electronic warfare system, and inertial reference "sytem Ibid.
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because it is developing the same kind of radar for the F-22 program. 6 APAR
differs from conventional radar technology in that it contains numerous radar
emitting and receiving elements called transmit/receive (T/R) modules. This
approach enables APAR to combine the advantages of electronic beam steering
with the high reliability and maintainability of highly redundant, parallel
systems. The biggest problem with APAR, however, is module cost DoD
considers T/R modules to be too expensive under current production processes.
For example, while DoD has set a goal of $500 per module, it currently costs
several thousand dollars per module.7 With up to 2,000 T/R modules required
per system, modules alone would cost more than $5 million per system at current

costs.

DoD believes that Japan may enjoy superior manufacturing capabilities that

would allow it to reduce module costs below that of U.S. producers.8 Although
module costs quoted by Japan were comparable to U.S. modules, Japan
expressed confidence in meeting DoD goals if demand increased to 1,000
modules per day.9 According to Japanese claims, if fully automated
manufacturing were justified with higher demand, module cost would fall to
below $1,000. Nevertheless, Japan expects module production in the FS-X
program to peak at about 100 modules per day. Evidently, Japan is quoting costs
based on the assumption that demand will increase beyond that of the FS-X
program, probably from U.S. purchases of modules from Japan.10

DoD is also considering Japanese manufacturing capabilities to help US.
contractors meet high volume capacity requirements from F-22 radar
procurement Radar procurement of up to ten systems per month might involve

several hundred modules per day, a production rate much higher than the
current peak capacity of US. producers. DoD is considering the transfer of

Japanese mass production technology to the United States to help defense
contractors meet the cost and volume demands of APAR procurement.11

Despite DoD interest, controversy arose over whether military technology from
the FS-X would have much benefit for U.S. industry. In Congressional hearings
in 1989, critics of the FS-X program charged that Japanese capabilities in militay

6 Keller, J., "Advanced Avionics Technology Meets Tight Budgets," Military & Amrosp=c
EMectronics, February 15,1993, p. 13.

7GAO Report, 1990, op. cit.
%bid.
9 FS-X Actiwe Phmwf Array Radar, U.S. Team Report, 28-31 May 1991.
1 OUS. producers have also claimed that they could meet DoD cost goals if demand increased to

1,000 per day. Some DoD managers were skeptical of these claims, since current US. capacity is far
below 1,000 per day. Interview with engineers at Air Force Wright Laboratory.

111bid.
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technology are overestimated and that neither Japan nor the United States could
produce T/R modules economically at the time.12 This position was supported
by a 1990 GAO report, which questioned the value of Japanese FS-X technology.
The report asserted that the approach taken by Japan to make the wing is very
high risk. The report also described the PS-X radar as embodying "soldering iron
vintage" technology. The report concluded that since Japanese technology was

either behind or redundant with U.S. research and development (R&D) efforts, it
offered little value to U.S. interests,13

Nevertheless, Congress approved of the FS-X program. Soon after, a DoD
technical team that visited Mitsubishi Electric Company (MELCO), the prime
contractor developing the FS-X radar, judged its radar facilities to be as "modem
and well equipped as anything found in the U.S." The team was particularly
impressed with manufacturing operations observed at MEICO and noted that
access to MELCO manufacturing technology might help in improving the cost
and automation of module production in the United States.14

After lengthy bilateral negotiations and political debate, the FS-X agreements
gave the United States the right to gain access to all the technology that Japan
had indigenously developed in the FS-X, An FS-X Technical Steering Committee

(MSC) and Working Subcommittees (WSC), comprised of US. and Japanese
government representatives, were set up to manage and oversee, among other
things, implementation of access and licensed transfer of Japanese technology in
the FS-X. DoD representatives in the WSC are responsible for providing
Japanese indigenous technology documentation to interested US. companies.
DoD representatives may take the initiative to seek out documentation of
Japanese indigenous technologies that the DoD deems potentially useful to U.S.
industry. DoD representatives on the TSC and the Department of Commerce
(DoC) are charged with assisting US. companies in seeking additional
information on Japanese indigenous technology and supporting company-to-
company negotiations over licensed transfer of the indigenous technology.15

12Grffin, T., The Debate or InternatmW Armment Program: Integrating Current Knowledge and
the FS-X Case, Masters Thesis, Air Force Institute of Tedmology, September 1969.

13CA0 Report, 1990, op. cit.
14FS-X Adtive Phamed Amy Radar, US•. Twn Rport, op. cit.1 5 mser• of Japanse Indigenous Technologies During the FS-X Development Program, FS-X

Technica Steering Committee PFtpklt 1, June 8, 199Z pp. 13-1i
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Current Status of Technology Transfer

As part of their assigned roles, the DoD and DoC have been working to facilitate

technology transfer from the FS-X program to US. industry. DoD has been

collecting data and information on the FS-X radar to assess whether Japanese

technology could benefit U.S. industry. DoD had sent two teams of technical

experts to visit facilities at MELCO and the Japan Defence Agency (JDA), once in

1990 and again in 1991. Through these visits, DoD was able to receive technical

documentatiot from Japan outlining the radar system and its components. DoD

also has obtained general information on some of the process technologies used
by Japan to develop and manufacture the system and its components. Language

is not a barrier to the transfer process. The FS-X agreements have required that

the Japanese contractors be responsible for translating documents into English
and providing them to the DoD. MELCO has already handed over several
documents on the FS-X radar to the DoD.16

At the time of this writing, no radar technology has yet been transferred to U.S.
industry. The USAF, after a one-year negotiation with Japan, had received five
sample T/R modules from a MELCO production run of the FS-X flight model
(FM) radar in October 1993. The Air Force Aeronautical Center's Wright

Laboratory has completed evaluating and testing the sample modules. Although
the Air Force has no specific application in mind, it will distribute test results to

other US. government agencies and to US. industry. These results are intended

to allow U.S. recipients to determine whether to pursue a licensing agreement

with MELCO regarding its module technology.17

The DoC is charged with informing US. industry of the opportunities for
technology access in the FS-X program. In May 1992, DoC sponsored the one-

day FS-X Radar Symposium. The symposium started off with DoC and DoD

officials, who gave presentations describing the technology access mechanism

within the FS-X program. In the second half, MELCO engineers gave technical

presentations describing the radar technology. The audience consisted of

approximately 200 representatives from the US. government and defense

industry. A few months after the conference, at least two defense contractors

attending the symposium reportedly had private meetings with MELCO to

discuss the possible use of FS-X radar technologies for commercial purposes.' 8

16'3Iscusionis with Major Craig Maliory, USAF, 1992.
17'qjSk Air Force Take Delivery of Japanese FS-X Transmit/Receive Modules,' Elecce

Wafm Digest, October 1993, p. 4.
lS1n 199Z Hughes Aircraft Company and Westingouse Electric separately expressed interest in

obtainirg MELCO FS-X radar tedchology. Both companies have expressed interest in using MELCO
lS.X monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMWC) technology for civilian products such as
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These meetings were not organized by any US. government agencies but
reportedly were made voluntarily among the corporate parties. At the time of
this writing, there are no indications that any technology transfer had taken place
as a result of these meetings. Technical managers of the relevant parties denied
that technology transfer had taken place as a result of these private meetings. 19

Organization of the Report

This report examines the case study of the FS-X APAR to provide background on
the technology and to assess whether a potential exists for US. benefits from the
FS-X radar program. Section 2 is an introduction to APAR technology and
discusses the operational advantages of APAR. Section 3 discusses US.
challenges in realizing APAR technology. Section 4 contrasts the FS-X and F-22
radar systems and examines how these differences reflect acquisition approaches
of the two countries.

Section 5 discusses specific technical areas that could benefit U.S. interests.
Section 6 describes potential problems and obstacles hindering the transfer of
FS-X technology to the United States. Section 7 describes how broader industrial
factors rather than technology might determine some Japanese advantages over
the United States in APAR. Section 8 contains conclusions and Section 9 offers

policy recommendatios.

automuobile aoUluon avoidance systems. Mlbuba Electr Considdering ExporinF SX Radar
Techology,- Nifdr Sangyo Shimbun, October 8, 1992, translated into english by IM ept Siemn &
Tedookg, October 29, 1992.

"1Dbaimsom with Robert Dunn, U.S. Deprmt of Commerce.
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2. Advantages of APAR

Differences from Current Technology

To appreciate the technical advances embodied in the FS-X radar, one must first
acknowledge advances of APAR technology over the conventional types of radar
currently installed in modem fighters. APAR utilizes an antenna composed of
numerous active1 T/R modules. Beams are synthesized when the radiation
emitted by all the modules combine in space as they propagate outward. The
shapes of synthesized beams are determined by the distribution of phase shifts
and amplitudes applied at each T/R module. Thus, beams of varying shapes can
be generated simply by controlling the phase shift and amplitude instructions
sent to each module in the antenna. Extremely high beam agility is, therefore,
possible. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show T/R modules and an APAR antenna being
developed for the F-22 program.2

Technically, APAR differs from most airborne fire control radar systems in two
mano respects. First, most systems in US. fighters manipulate beams through
mechanical controls that rotate the antenna. This type of radar is called a
mechanical-scan system. APAR, on the other hand, is classified as an electronic-
scan system because beams are manipulated through purely electronic controls
(e.g., phase shift instructions are sent from the radar computer to the modules).3

APAR differs from another type of electronic-scan system that contains passive
phase-shift modules to control beams.4 Such systems, called passive phased
array radar (PPAR), do not house amplification circuits within their modules.
Instead, amplification is typically performed in centralized sources such as
vacuum tubes that are separated from the modules.

e term caiv refA to crcuiy that ampfy more radio frequency (MR) power than dty

dChin• T. and J. Frank, 'lhased Array Radar Antennas," from Merrin Skolnik Rdar
Hodk, Second Edi•ton, 1990.

310u's Radar and EW Spsms, 1990-91.
4The term pmsive refer to the lack of amplification function. Phaeshift modules are "passive"

becaue they do not amplify RF energy but disipate it through ciruit loses
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Figure 2.1-F-22 Radar TIR Module

Some radar systems have characterisics of both phased array and mechanical-

scan systems.5 For instance, the Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System

(JSTARS) can be considered a hybrid between mechanical-scan and PPAR in that
it contains a linear array of phase shifters that electronically steer the beam in the

horizontal direction. However, the linear array is connected to an actuator that

mecdaically steers the entire array antenna in the vertical direction. 6 In another

example, the ground-based PAVE PAWS fire control system can be considered a

hybrid between active and passive phased array systems. PAVE PAWS contains

one active amplifier connected to two apertures via a waveguide and passive

phase shifter.7 The F-22 and FS-X radar systems are pure active phased array

sumlews with Dmard Sdmeltzer, RAND.
6Sweeiman, W., "The U.S. Airborne Radar Scene," nterum, May 1989.
7 Hokt, D., "Solid-State Transmit/Receive Module for the PAVE PAWS Phased Array Radar,"

Mom=w lounwm, October 1978.
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Figuar L2-F-22 Antenna

systems, they scan electroncaily in both elevation and azdimuth, and they have
one active T/R module connected to every radiating aperture in the antenna.8

Advantages over Mechanical Scan
Agil Beam Steeing

Both active and passive phased arrays enjy many operational advantages over
mechanical-scan technology. One advantage is electronic beam steerig, which
aflows systems to emit consecutive beams in different directions almost instantly.

8 jjajs Red. and EW Sysems, Op. it.



While antenna inertia typically limits the beam-steern speed of mnechanical-
scan radar systems, electronic beam steering provides phased arrays with one or

two orders of magnitude improvement over mechanical-scan systems in terms of
scan speed and multiple-target tracking accuracy.9 ,10

Mode Interleaving

Modem radar systems have become more versatile because they can operate in

an increasing number of modes. Since every mode performs a unique but

important role, systems requirements have called for radar systems with greater

capacity to timeshare among several modes simultaneously. This capacity, called

mode interleaving& improves effectiveness by providing multiple perspectives

simultaneousy along with greater freedom of action to the pilot, leading to

greater lethality, battlefield awarns, and survivabflity.1 '

Phased arrays generally have better mode interleaving capabilities than

mechanical systems because of the high steering agility of electronic beam
steerning. Since mode transitions often require instant and unpredictable changes

in beam direction, inertial mechanical-scan systems may have difficulties.

Especially for complex, high-performance mode transitions, agile phased array
systems are preferred.' 2

Flexible Beam Shapes

Another advantage over mehnia-scan systems is superior beam shaping
adaptability and flexibility. Flexibility in generating various beam shapes can

enable the optimization of system performance across more than one mode.

Since mechanical-scan systems often have the problem of being optimized only
for rone beam shape, they are limited in their ability to perform a broad repertoire

of modes. In many cases, mechanical-scan systems lack the flexibility to shape to
different beam shapes. For instance, many fighter radar systems emit only
pencil-Shaped beams to optiiz tracking accuracy and maximize gain.

However, the inability to change to a fan-shaped beam reduces the search rate

9Antenn inertia has limited scan rate to 100 degres per secm for the fastest mechanical
systems. Phsed arrayscan sweep50 to100 times fasterthan this rat. Deal, C., and W. Sweetinan,
"Flgter Radar in the 1990s: A Spectrum of Progress," lnternationmaIDefense Review, August 199"2.

10LroActmdi to Hughes Radar Systems, this feature can enable AFAR to track 10 to 100 tie

more targets than possible with curret mechanica-scan radars. Third Annual Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC) Confernmce, 1991.

'1 Cieson, T. and J. Frank, op. cdt
12Sweetman, W. "rhe US Airboone Radar Scene," op. cit
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because numerous sweeps are required to cover the entire search cone of the
system.13

On the other hand, because phased arrays modulate beam shapes, they can
optimize the beam shape for one mode without sacrificing performance in
another.14 For example, phased arrays could emit a pencil beam in the track
mode for higher accuracy and gain. When interleaviwg with search modes,
however, the system can immediately switch to a fan beam without much
difficulty to achieve faster search.15

Beam adaptability can provide other advantages such as jam resistance. For
example, the system can generate a beam with nuUs16 placed in the direction of
the jamming signals, thereby permitting high performance operation in
environments with hostile electronic counter-measures (ECMs). Beam flexibility
can also help improve clutter rejection. For example, if the system detects
excessive clutter reflecting from terrain such as mountain ranges or urban areas,
the system can place nulls into these sources while looking into other
directions. 17

Compatibility with Stealth

One important advantage of phased array technology is greater compatibility

with stealth. 11e fitting of mechanical-scan systems into stealthy aircraft poses
problems because of the extra space required to accommodate a rotating antenna.

On the other hand, the fixed antennas within phased arrays can make for an

easier fit within the tight constraints of stealthy aircraft. In addition, phased

arrays can be shaped in ways that blend or conform with the unusual contours of
stealthy airframes. Conformal shaping is difficult with rotating antennas, which

tend to compromise stealth by presenting a highly reflective, orthogonal surface

from many directions. Because of its many stealth advantages, phased arrays

have been installed in the B-1B and B-2 bombers.1 8 As stealth has grown in

importance with next-generation platforms, phased arrays will likely be even

more favored for installation in combat aircraft in the future.

13 iscuss ms with Joel Kvitky, RAND.
1 4 jay, P., -Case Studies of Successul Production Applications of GaAs ICs," 1991 IEEE GaAs IC

Sympoi'UM.
I"Dicusns with Joel Kvitky, RAND.
16Nuiling is the means by which the antemna cancels out the reception of radar signals from a

given direction by using destructive interference among apertures.
17jay, P., -Case Studies of Successful Production Applications of GaAs ICs," op. cit.18Avwjmr Dify, p. 272, May 16,1991.
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Reliability

The reliability of mechanical-scan radars tends to be limited by the physical wear
of moving parts. Passive and active phased arrays typically lack moving parts
and, therefore, avoid the mechanical breakdown problems of mechanical-scan
systems. Nevertheless, the reliability of phased arrays is still limited by such

problems as transmitter burnout and electronic component overheating&
problems that can also plague mechanical-scan systems.19

Advantages over Passive Phased Arrays

While the advantages of phased arrays over mechanical-scan systems is clear-cut,
the trade-offs between active and passive phased array systems are less clear.
The main advantage of PPAR over APAR is the use of an efficient and powerful
centralized vacuum tube to power a radar system having the high beam agility of
a phased array. PPAR systems typically use vacuum travelling wave tube C(WT)
amplifiers that exceed the power levels and efficiency of the best solid-state
amplifiers-the energy source for APAR systems.20 Despite these advantages,
other advantages give APAR technology an edge as the fighter radar technology
of the future.2

1

ReliaWlity

High reliability is one of the most widely touted advantages of APAR over PPAR

technology. PPAR systems are often plagued by catastrophic failure caused by
the burnout of vacuum tubes and their associated power supplies. APAR

systems are far less susceptible to these failures because of two factors-the
redundancy posed by numerous T/R modules within an APAR and the low
operating voltages of solid-state T/R modules. Module redundancy provides the

characteristic of graceful degradation, in which system performance degrades

19LockeL, R. and G. Crain, -Ahbomne Active Elment Array Radars Com of Age," Mivmm

JounLWI January 1990.
WExstlng aibon radar systems, dudn mtmeanicalscan aid WAR systems, employ

TWT amplifers. See the chapter on US. airbore fere control radar in amo's Rasr and EW Systms,
op. CIL21Although no PPAR has been operationalized yet in any US. fighter, it is still a strong
candidate orIn'trlation on future US. flighters. The only PPAR operationalized on a fighter is the
"Fladulanc" developed by the former Soviet Union and installed on the MiG-31. PPARs have also
been installed on larger U.S. aircraft such as the B-IB bomber and JSTARS. Several development
programs are aimed at operationalizing this technology. Westinghouse is developing PPAR
prototypes for possible installation on the F-15 Block 50, and France is developing a new WAR for
the Rafle fighter. See Sweetmn. W., "The US. Airborne Radar Scene," lnteravia, op. cit., pp. 450-451.
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gradually and predictably over time as T/R module circuits do. Aside from
higher reliability, graceful degradation also has the advantage of providing

greater operational flexibility and system robustness. Even after a substantial
number of modules fail, the pilot often can continue to operate a partially
degraded system until servicing is convenient,222

APAR reliability is enhanced further because of the use of low-voltage solid-state
circuitry. Solid-state circuitry enables the system to be powered at a few volts, as

opposed to the kilovolts required for high-performance tube amplifiers. Thus,
APAR systems can be built using highly reliable low-voltage power supplies

instead of unreliable high-voltage supplies of PPAR systems.24,25

APAR systems can also be easier to maintain than PPAR, as T/R modules can be
designed for hand replacement during servicing. On the other hand,

replacement of critical microwave components in mechanical-scan and PPAR
systems may require complete removal and replacement of more substantial
components such as transmitter tubes and other line-replaceable units (LRUs).

Elimination of Waveguides

To separate and combine the power travelling between the amplifier and passive
modules, airborne PPAR systems typically contain a network of microwave
waveguides and manifolds that incur high weight penalties and power losses to

the system.n6 APAR systems avoid such problems because T/R modules contain
amplifiers as well as phase shifters. Transmitter circuits, therefore, can be placed
near the antenna surface, eliminating the need for complex microwave plumbing

22As many as ten T/R modules can fail without noticeable degradation in performance. "Case
Studies of Successful Production Applications of GaAs ICs," op. it.

231t is important to note, however, that module redundancy does not protect against array-level
failures such as "hot spots" that affect a large group of modules simultaneously or power supply
failures that affect all the modules at once. Interview with Hyman Shulman. RAND.241i-h voltage power supplies tend to fail because of the high stress crested ty several
kilowatts of microwave power generated in a small volume. Dornheim, M., "Gallium Arsenide
Technology Replacing TWT Power Amplifiers," AviaLion W&g & Space Tedeiolg, Octobe 19, 1992.

251n principle, the TWT used in most PPARs could be replaced by a unitary solid-state amplifier
for increased reliability. However, doing so would compromise th major advantage of PPAR
technology-4he utilization of a compact, power-efficent TWT amplifier. The latest solid-state
amplifiers still cannot match similar-sized TWTs in terms of their efficiencies and power levels.
Discussions with Joel Kvitky, RAND.

260ne possible exception is a space-fed PPAR that, instead of waveguides, may have an air
chamber by which microwave energy is allowed to propagate between the phase shifting "lenses"
and the TWr amplifier. However, no space-fed systems have been installed on any US. combat
aircraft, apparently because of the large amount of volume and weight of the air chamber within a
space-fed array. Thus space-fed arrays may be excessively bulky and large for fighter aircraft.
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to connect amplifiers to the antenna apertures. 27 The lack of high-loss waveguide
networks also helps to increase the overall power efficiency of APAR systems.
According to some industry experts, such savings compensate for the lower
power efficiency and power levels of solid-state transmitters compared to
vacuum tubes.28

Wide Bandwidth

Another advantage offered by APAR is wider transmit and receive bandwidths.
Solid-state technology has advanced to the point where T/R modules have been
developed with wider bandwidths than even TWTs,29 thereby providing
advantages of superior jam resistance and electronic warfare capabilities.30 Wide
bandwidth can enable superior mapping resolutions when performing synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) processing.31 Wideband SAR in combination with beam
shaping flexibility can provide for superior ground mapping quality if combined
with image processing.32

Phase Shifting with Tim- Delay

PPAR systems such as the Patriot typically employ ferrite phase shifters that do
not provide true time delays in their phase shifting operations. The resulting
disadvantage is reduced coherence of emitted pulses directed away from
boresight.33 This problem can severely hamper beam performance and reduce
the effective size of the search cone of the radar. With solid-state technology,
APAR systems have been built with T/R modules using switched-line phase

27Waveguide and manifold networks have typically incurred almost 50 percent power losses in
radars. Lockerd, R. and G. Crain, op. cit. and McQuiddy, D., et aL, "Transmit/Receive Module
Technology for X-Band Active Array Radar," Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 79, No. 3, March 1991.2Sbd.

29Solid-State Phased Array (SSPA) :,'ototypes developed in the late 1980s had 30 percent more
bandwidth than the widest band TWT-based airborne radar. Interview with Dennis Mukai, USAF
Wright Laboratories.

30For example, a wideband AFAR could be more effective in a high-jam environment because it
has a larger range of "hopping" frequencies to avoid the frequency of jammers. In addition, the
wider bands on the receive side can allow APAR to act as a highly sensitive passive receiver to detect
enemy microwave emissions without giving oneself up to the enemy by acting as a microwave
beacon.

31SAR is a Doppler processing tehnique often used by radars to sharpen images of stationary
objects by utilizing the forward motion of the aircraft to increase the resolution of the antenna.
Stimson, G., Introduction to Airborne Radar, Hughes Aircraft Company, 1983, pp. 609.

320ne problem with ground mapping from mechanical-scan, pencil-beam radars is the large
number of "looks" required to cover the area of terrain under observation. On the other hand,
because APAR can shape the beam to match the area under observation, the number of "looks" can
be reduced fort improved mapping quality, ibid., pp. 561.

WiBoresight is the direction pointing perpendicular to the plane of the antenna surface.
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shifters that employ time delays. Such systems do not suffer from off-boresight
coherence problems characteristic of PPARs that use ferrite phase shifters.

Module Amplitude Control

One final advantage of APAR over PPAR is the former's ability to control the
amplitude at each aperture when the T/R modules have variable gain.
Amplitude control can provide APAR systems with additional degrees of
freedom to achieve greater control over beams than PPAR systems of comparable
size. In addition, amplitude control can also be leveraged for enhanced graceful
degradation through adaptive array measures, in which the radar computer
detects module errors and compensates them through a recalibration of both
phase and amplitude instructions sent to the T/R modules. Because of the
prohibitive cost of repairs in space, such adaptive measures are now commonly
employed in space-based phased arrays to increase their system lifetimes.34

34MCUioft with Joel Kvitky, RAND.
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3. Technical Challenges

In pursuit of a fire control system of vastly improved performance, reliability,
and maintainability, DoD has funded R&D and prototype development in APAR
technology since the 1960.1 Despite the long history of R&D in APAR, technical
bottlenecks and high development and procurement costs have prevented their
installation into operational fighters. 2 To understand potential payoffs for the

United States in technology transfer, it is first necessary to discuss the technical
obstacles and difficulties that have prevented the realization of tactical airborne
APAR technology.

Transmit/Receive Module Requirements
Design and Development

One of the most demanding aspects of APAR technology is the design and
development of high-quality X-band 3 T/R modules. Functional requirements for
T/R modules are very stringent-each module must perform such electronic
functions as transmit amplification, receive amplification, T/R switching, and
phase shifting, all at very high performance and uniformity. Such requirements
have represented bottlenecks because of limitations in contemporary solid-state
technology. For instance, current module requirements call for advanced circuits
made of gallium arsenide (GaAs)4 monolithic microwave integrated circuits
(MMICs). The integration of multiple microwave and logic functions into a
single module involves highly sophisticated packaging with significant
miniaturization, airtightness, and complexity.5

IThe USAF began exploratory development into X-band APAR in 1964. McQuiddy, D., et aL,
op. cit.

2Sweetman, w., -Active army for ATF," lnternw, August 1968.
3X-band, covering 8-12 GHz, is the operating frequency of most tactical airborne fire control

systems. Skolnik, Mt., "An Introduction to Radar," Radar Hodbook
4GaAs is an expensive semiconductor that operates several times faster than silicon. In the

United States, GaAs circuits have been used primarily for military applications because of their high-
sp a tions and inherent radiation-hardness. GaAs's high speed makes it the preferred solid-
state material for both military and commercial higher-frequency microwave applications.

5Mllitary requirenments have driven module designs into considerable complexity. A recent
module prototype involves several hundred wire interconnections and several microwave integrated
circuits, capacitors, resistors, multiple-layer substrates, and complex feedthroughs. T/R modules also
must be hermetically sealed to protect module circuitry from damage caused by moisture and
atmospheric contaminants. The housings are only a fraction of an inch in width and height and a few
inches in length, since several hundred or thousand modules must fit on an array inside the nose of a
tactical aircraft. McQuiddy, D., et aL, March 1991, op. cit.
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Thermal requirements introduce further complexities into the module design.
Because modules generate heat, they require extensive thermal sinks and paths
to prevent burnout of their active circuits. Thermal considerations also dictate
the study and use of various exotic materials that not only must dissipate heat
well but also expand at similar rates as adjacent materials when heated.6

T/R module design also poses a significant modeling challenge. Because these
modules contain high frequency analog functions, the development of accurate
models to predict electrical behavior is difficult This kind of modeling is more
difficult than that of digital circuits, since analog circuits operate in a continuum
of states instead of a discrete set of bir- -y states. Consequently, discrete analog
models may have to incorporate an exponentially increasing number of states to
model and calculate as the number of circuit stages increase. As a result,
problems could occur when trying to evaluate and predict the behavior of
conceptual designs.7

Active Device Requirements

Microwave performance specifications have also led to stringent requirements
for T/R module active devices. In the past, such requirements posed as
bottlenecks with respect to available solid-state technology. Historically, the
feasibility of prototype technology has been contingent mostly on new
developments in solid-state technology. For example, system requirements have
dictated T/R modules capable of several watts of peak output power at power-
added efficiencies of almost 20 percent. Throughout the 1960s and early 70s,
however, performance limitations of contemporary solid-state technology had
forestalled prospects of meeting these requirements for airborne radar.8

X-band APAR prototypes developed before the late 1970s could not satisfy
contemporary requirements because the latest solid-state devices could not
amplify signals efficiently at X-band. These latest devices were made of silicon,
which as a material inherently limits the switching speed of the device.
Consequently, T/R modules developed during this time had suffered from very

6Medanical stre caused by a high mismatch in e•asion rates can be severe enough to
dai• M& •ame . 1id.

Interview with radar engners at Westinghouse Electric.
8 McQuiddy, D., et aL, op. cit.
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low efficiency and duty cycles. Array prototypes containing such devices could
not generate the requisite power levels without overheating. 9,10

Higher tansmit power and efficiency became a possibility with the development
of GaAs transistor technology. GaAs is an expensive semiconductor with
switching speeds six times faster than silicon.1 1 Because GaAs is fast enough to
amplify X-band signals directly, GaAs amplifiers have enabled the development

of microwave circuits for T/R modules that met the stringent power and
efficiency requirements of contemporary airborne fire control applications-1 In
1980, GaAs single-transistor chips integrated within a hybrid circuit were used to
amplify and phase shift signals within X-band T/R modules developed at the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). By 1985, the NRL program completed 45
X-band T/R modules, which demonstrated feasible performance levels in terms
of ftansmit power, power-added efficiency, noise figure, and bandwidth.

After the NRL program, the Air Force began funding the Solid-State Phased
Array (SSPA) program to develop two radar prototypes containing T/R modules
with GaAs microwave integrated circuit (MIC) amplifiers. SSPA was able to
demonstrate simple radar functions at feasible performance levels. The success
of SSPA in ground tests led to the DoD decision to develop an X-band APAR for
the Demoznstration/Validation (Dem/Val) phase of the Advanced Tactical
Fighter (ATF) progrm? 3 later to become the F-22 program.

Although GaAs technology was developed to improve circuit performance,
recent R&D has focused on miniaturizing circuits by integrating more microwave
functions into GaAs circuits. The problem with SSPA and earlier programs was
that their hybrid MICs1 4 occupied much of the space and drove up the weight of

uNg the 9O6s and 19•O, Molecular Ee•mrocs for Radar Applicatiom (ERA) and Reliable
Advanced Solid-State Radar (RASSR) program aimed to circumvent limitations of silicon. Module
amplifiers were operating at a frequency lower than X-band, and the outputs to these amplifier. were
connected to hequency multipliers convertming the output signal to X-band. Nevertheless, the power
losses from frequency conversion reduced module efficiencies to I or 2 percent far below what z
considered acceptable for airborne radar. McQuiddy, D., et al., op. cit.

10Altough limited in X-band pedormance, silicon devices are capable of direct RF
amplificaion at frequencies lower than X-band. Thus, APAR usn silcon-basedl T/R modules had
been developed for larger, surface-based systems that can support lower wavelength radiation. Two
examples include the SPY-I Aegis fire control system and the PAVE PAWS early warning missile
detection system. Sweetman, W., "Active Array for ATF," op. cit

llAbe, NL, "Present Status and Future prospects of Compound Semiconductor LS9 Tedmology,"
/-n&doW Sla Kairo GIjutsu, June 27,1991, pp. 73-78, translated nto English by JPRS Japm Sckeov &
Tedimoog, Apr• I15, 1992. p. 15.

UmcQuiddy, D., "Solid-State Radar's Path to GaAs," IEEE Mkroww Thwmy & Techniques:
Syvnpasim Digest, 1982.

13 M•cQuiddy, D., et aL, op. cit.
14Hybrid MICs tended to be among the bulkiest circuits within T/R modules because each

consisted of several single-device GaAs chips (also called discretes) mounted and wired on a thick
carrier. ]bid., p. 71.
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T/R moduls To reduce module size, US. industry developed GaAs MMICs in
the mid-1980s as functional replacements of hybrid MICs. MMICs, which
involves the integration of several microwave devices on a single chip, have
replaced hybrid MICs several times their size and have allowed for dramatic
reductions in module size, part count, and assembly costs. 15 MMIC technology
is very costly, however. The utilization of MMIC within modules has introduced
additional complications to module assembly. The impact of MMIC technology
insertion on the costs of T/R modules is addressed later in this section.

Automation Requirements

Module technology also raises unique challenges for production. Stringent
production requirements result from the process complexities of module
assembly along with the high production demands of radar system procurement
Because of stringent requirements on cost, quality, and production rates, US.
contractors have focused on automating three major processes of the T/R
module assembly: component placement, component attachment, and wire
interconnection. 16 Module electrical performance is highly sensitive to process
variability in all three process areas.

In component placement, highly accurate dimension control is required to ensure
that the desired electrical performance is met Deviations of as little as one-
twentieth of a millimeter in placement can cause 10 percent deviations in
electrical design values .1 evrCs are also highly fragile and require the utmost

care in handling. Although GaAs material is very brittle (twice as brittle as
silicon), the material cannot dissipate heat well and must, therefore, be thinned to
allow enough heat to escape. Thinnied chips not only exacerbate the problem of
chip breakage in handling18 but also require extensive modifications of assembly
equipment, most of which are designed to handle thicker, more rugged silicon
chips.19

T/R module assembly must also meet stringent thermal and environmental
requirements for component attachment. Higher power MMICs require solder

1513S. NMMC effotst have take a broader scope than just TIR modules with the MIAMC
program sponsored by Defense Advanced Research Pivoed Agency (ARPA). Launched in 1967, the
tri-service program aims to develop and validate MMIC technology for possible use in a variety of
military microwave appllcatons, including communications, seekers, and sensor Cohen, E,
"MDC frosm the Department of Defense Perpective,- lEEE-Micromumvrr & Techiques

Tmisvactimn, Vol. 38, No. 9, Septmber 1990.
16McQuiddy, D., et al., op. cit.
17%W.d
18Shtegick Industrial Initiativ Phased Armay Radar, op. cit.
"Intevie with Westinghouse Electric engineers.
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attachments for adequate thermal and electrical grounding, while lower power
MMICs may use epoxy for better control and repeatability. Even the most
minute imperfections in the adhesive bond of components can cause noticeable
degradation of electrical performance and limit thermal dissipation. Costly,
automatic adhesive dispensers and furnaces are required to ensure that such
requirements are met20

Finally, T/R module assembly requires stringent control in making wire

interconnections between components, particularly in bonding the MMICs to
thin films. Given the sensitivity of electrical performance to minute changes in
the placement, force, power, and inductance of wirebonds, automatic equipment
with very high mechanical control and throughput is required.21

Increased automation is particularly critical to the production capacity of the
assembly line. Capacity is currently a limiting factor in module assembly. For
the F-22 program, a typical procurement of ten airborne radar systems per month
would require a production rate of almost 1,000 T/R modules per day.22 The

US. defense industry has recently demonstrated peak capacity of several
hundred X-band T/R modules per month, indicating the need for further
automation to increase throughput rates.23

Module throughput of APAR procurement is much higher than what U.S.
contractors have handled in past programs. Defense contractors typically have

produced electronic components at much lower rates than the high T/R module
per day requirement of APAR procurement. Instead, radar programs, for
instance, have involved mostly mechanical-scan technology requiring the
production of only a handful of active radio frequency (RF) components per
system.24 Although some missile programs have involved somewhat higher
production rates than mechanical-scan radar, even the former does not match the
volumes involved in APAR procurement. For instance, production of the High-

Speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HARM) relies on two-shift operations with
volume production of about 1,000 microwave modules per month. A ground-
based theater missile defense program produces 300 X-band T/R modules per
day in two separate production facilities. T/R module production for APAR

20McQuiddy, D., et aL, op. cit.211bid.
22USAF Manufncuivng Te8Uo&oRy, US. Govemmet Printing Office, 1991.
23"Case Studies of Successful Production Applications of GaAs ICs," op. cit.
24 nwterview with David McQuiddy, Texas Instruments.
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may involve a higher production load than any other solid-state microwave
production run by US. defense contractors.2 5

Affordability Issues

Cost is considered the highest risk facing the F-22 radar program, and the DoD
believes that T/R modules could be the costliest subsystem in APAR. Modules
are costly because of a combination of high unit costs and the large number
required per system. With current manufacturing processes, each module costs
about $2,400. Thus, modules per F-22 radar would cost more than $5 million.26
Module costs must fall an additional order of magnitude for APAR technology to
become cost competitive with mechanical-scan or passive phased array
technologie 27 Two consideratons drive the production cost for T/R modules:
process and materials.

Process Costs

For X-band T/R module production in the United States, labor accounts for two-
thirds of module production costs, as shown in Figure 3.1. Furthermore,
assembly automation is especially crucial to reduce the costs, as indicated by

igure 3.2. The challege of testing is not only to automate but also to devise
efficient testing strategies that screen sue thoroughly within
reasonable time and cost constraints. The problem of module testing lies with
the large number of mesuremets and test structures required for thorough
testing across wide ranes of operatig frequencies and states. The number of
test structures can increase exponentially with the number of electrical
m-easurements and state changes. Thus, the test process can typically cost more

than all the module assembly processes combined.28

26Wemtingte pomrts a module cost of $8,291 in 1965 dollars during a 1991 production run.
"Cme Studim of Succefdul Production Application of GaAs ICs," op. ct.

27McQulddy, D., et aL, op dL.
mbloaion with Motorob OgMrs
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TIR Module Cost Breakdown

Labor GaAs MMIC

Other materials

Rsure 3.1--Lbor Dominates Production Cost

Lbor Hours per Modul, by Process Category

P • Others

Testing

igure 3.2-Qualty Check and Test Dominate Process Costs
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Since the early 1980s, US. contractors have made considerable progress in
automation. In addition to funding from DoD Manufacturing Technology
(MANTECH) programs, contractors invested several million dollars to set up
automated wire-bonding, pick and placement of chips, and module testing
processes. Still, some processes are labor-intensive, particularly the placement of
subassemblies onto carriers. Despite such progress so far, process costs alone are
still higher than DoD cost goals.

Apart from automation, US, industry is trying to reduce module costs by
integrating more T/R module functions into MMIC. MMIC integration reduces
assembly labor because the number of parts and interconnects can be reduced.
Table 3.1 shows three programs in which increased MMIC integration lead to
reductions in part and interconnect count for T/R modules.3° In 1985, SSPA
modules cost $10,000 in 1965 dollars. By the late-1980s, module cost fell to about
$3,000. Furthermore, MMICs also lead to modules of higher reliability by
reducing the number of wire interconnections required.31

Materials Costs: Limitations of MMIC

Despite the advantages of reducing part count, MMICs can also increase material
costs for T/R modules. Any kind of GaAs circuit is expensive to fabricate and
test. A finished GaAs MMIC die can cost several dollars per square millimeter,3
and vMIC costs currently comprise one-third the total costs for US. T/R
modules.•3 High MMIC chip costs could also indicate diminishing benefits of
designing MMICs at high levels of integration. As Figure 3.3 illustrates (the
graph does not represent actual numbers but is included for illustration purposes
only), MMIC integration may at some point increase module costs, as reductions
in assembly costs are overwhelmed by increases in MMIC chip costs. MMIC chip
costs could grow more than linearly as integration levels are increased because
larger chip areas may be required to accommodate the increased number of
devices and elements packed on the chips. Larger chips incur higher fabrication

29MANCHfor TIR Mdulm ndAur Ree, Manufacturmg Tedinology Directorate, Wrght
Remerch and Development Ceter, Contract No. F33615-C-5705, 23-24 October 1991.

30USAF Mnufcuxg Techology, op. dt
31Wire intercmnnects e among the most frequent causes of failure within complex hybrid

macdi and module. Interview with AT&T engseim.
32McQuiddy, D., et aL, op. dt.
33Cohen, E., op. dt.
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Table 3.1

Module Complexity Evolution

Program
item A B C

Components 181 127 26
Solder Connections 49 0 0
Wire/Strap Interconnects 606 802 207
Process Steps 242 76 17
Assembly Labor Hours 90 55 5

SOURCE- McQuiddy, et al., -Trarsmit/Receive Module Technlogy for
Xband Active Phased Army Radar,' Pvocdings of the IEEE, VoL 79, No.3, March
1991.

Assembly cost

Module integration

Figure 3.3-D~mdnishing Returns from Increased Integration

costs because labor and materials usage is roughly proportional to chip area.

Yield 34 can also fall as the chip area is increased because of increases in the

likelihood of defects on any given chip.35

34YIeld is the proportion of chips that pas specifications relaton to all chips produced.
35Skhnr, p., -What GaAs Chips Shkuld Ccst,- Tedmcal Diet, IEEE Gallium Arsende Integted

Cknm Symposium, 1991, pp. 273-276.
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U.S. industry is working to counteract rising integration costs by increasing
packing densities through closer spacing between devices. However, these
efforts often run against the need to provide enough spacing to prevent shorting.
Another obstacle preventing GaAs chips from achieving the high packing
densities of silicon is the relatively large spacing required between devices on
GaAs chips, largely because GaAs lacks a native oxide. The existence of a native
oxide in silicon enables higher packing densities and integration levels as seen in
the latest silicon dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) devices.36

Even if GaAs could achieve the same densities as silicon, GaAs would still cost
several times more than silicon devices of the same area. One reason is
fabrication costs. GaAs integrated circuits (IC) fabrication requires extra process
steps to etch ditches and deposit insulating materials between adjacent electronic
elements. With silicon, these steps can be avoided because silicon material forms
a native oxide with heating that acts as good insulation between tightly spaced
circuits.37

Second, costly stringent safety precautions are required to handle volatile and
toxic arsenic gas when growing GaAs starting material On the other hand,
silicon is a pure element, and its growth processes are well understood.
Therefore, silicon starting material is far easier to make, is far purer, and is less
costly than GaAs materiaL38

Third, GaAs is a less mature materials technology with fewer applications than
silicon. Consequently, GaAs materials have far lower purity levels than silicon
materials, leading to lower GaAs yields and high costs.Y In addition, because of
the limited applicability of GaAs technology, factory production levels of GaAs

represent only a small fraction of that of silicon. The lower production volumes
result in higher unit costs resulting from steep economies of scale.40 The factors
that increase GaAs MMIC costs are summarized in Table 3.2.

Because of the new challenges GaAs poses for circuit designers, R&D funded by
the DARPA Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MM[C) Program in the
mid-1980s worked to develop models and databases for statistical MMIC design
and yield analysis. Program contractors were required to produce large
databases for inputs into models used to predict the impact of process

36Sze, S., Semimductor Devices: P4sics aW Teclgy, 19 5, p. 3 42
37 bidt.
38lntrview with W tinghouse mectric engineers.

40Skinner, R., op. cit.
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Table 3.2

Some Reasons for High GaAs MMIC Costs

Cost Factor Causes

Fabrication Yield e Impure starting materials
* Process variations
e Wafer breakage
* Contamination at fabrication

Handling Yield e Chip breakage
* Improper placement and attach
• Contamination at assembly

Materials Cost • Costly starting materials
e Larger chip areas (lower integration)

Fabrication Cost • Extra process steps (insulation, safety)
• Higher unit overhead (lower volumes)

parameters on chip performance.41 However, these efforts are costly. DARPA

has spent more than $500 million on the MIMIC program, with a large portion of
program funds dedicated to developing a domestic design and procurement

industry for MMIC technology.42

One goal in the MIMIC program is to increase parametric yields of MMICs.

Parametric yields, the percentage of product output whose parameters pass

specifications, tend to fall as integration levels of chips are increased because the

performance of highly integrated chips tends to be more sensitive to process

variations. In a highly integrated chip, off-center electrical performance from

process variability at an early stage in the circuit can become amplified as signals

pass through to subsequent stages. As a result, final output can deviate
significantly from expected performance.43 Lower chip yield increases the costs
of finished chips because the cost of discarded chips must be recovered through

the high price of the final product.

With hybrid MICs, such problems of parametric yield can be mitigated through
tuning or adjustment of passive elements. Such tuning can help to counteract the

impact of process variations on circuit performance. However, tuning is not an

option within MMICs because of the microscopic feature sizes of the tuned

41Cohen, E, op. cr.
42 Intervw with Michael Driver, Westinghoue Elect.
4n-d.
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elements. MMIC producers must, therefore, settle for lower parametric yields
and lower electrical performance than tuned hybrid MICs.44

Other Materials

Other factors contributing to high module costs include nonactive materials used
for passive functions or used for structural protection of the module. The cost of
materials such as the module housings, lid, and interconnect comprise about one-
fourth of the costs of recent module prototypes. Including such passive
components as capacitors and logic circuits, the cost of all nonactive parts
exceeds the DoD cost goal for entire modules.45

Stringent requirements on module properties and the desire to simplify assembly
may dictate materials even more expensive than those identified above. Texas
Instruments and Westinghouse have developed T/R modules made of metal
matrix composites, and Hughes has developed modules made of low-
temperature co-fired ceramics. Currently, both materials are not as mature as
conventional alloy materials and, therefore, will require additional investments
in nonrecurring engineering and capital equipment before they can be widely
utilized in defense products.46 Furthermore, at current levels of production,
these newer materials will probably cost several times more than materials
currently used.47

Antenna Array Issues

The APAR antenna also poses engineering challenges. One challenge is the
design of an interconnection scheme for the various parts of the array. Antennas
for both the F-22 and FS-X antennas are connected to a feed system that must
supply power and communications to and from the modules. Such a system
may involve complex striplines' 8 and cables converging in several places in the

antenna, power supply, exciter,49 and signal processor.10 Interconnection design

4hbid.
45Manufactuing Technology for Radar Transmit Receive Modules, Phase 3 Industry/Government

Revim, US Air Force MANTECH Directorate, February 1992.
46Strategic Industrial Initiatie: Phased Array Radar, op. cit.
47Course on hybrid microcircuit and multichip module packaging, UCLA Extension, May 24-

26,1993.
48 A stripline is typically a miniature flat strip of metal mounted or encased within an insulating

substrate that can act as a microwave waveguide, antenna, or connection.
4 9 An exciter is an LRU that supplies a weak, input signal to provide timing to the transmitters

within each T/R module.
50Strategic Industrad Initiative. Phased Arry Radar, op. cit.
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must reconcile the problems of electromagnetic interference, impedance
matching, signal losses, and thermal effects in the antenna.51

One of the most challenging probleras in antenna engineering involves thermal
management. Active array antennas involve complex issues in which circuit
performance and reliability must be maintained through exacting mechanical
design, thermodynamic engineering, and machining. With many modules
packed into a small array, heating inside the modules can adversely impact
system performance and reliability. A liquid flow cooling system covering the
face of the array is required to transport heat out the antenna.52 Antenna
designers must be careful to develop a cooling system that transports heat
uniformly across the array face. Thermal irregularities, such as "h it spots," in
the antenna can severely degrade radar performance by introducing phase and
gain errors into a cluster of T/R modules in the antenna. Hot spots can also
accelerate failures of components within the system.53

The production of the array also raises problems of cost. One potential
affordability problem with the antenna is the microwave coaxial cables to

connect signals between the numerous nodes within an APAR system. Although
far less expensive and cumbersome than the microwave tubing in corporate-fed
PPAR systems, current connector technology involves costly coaxial copper
cables. Some DoD-funded Independent Research and Development (IR&D)
programs have developed fiber optic connectors lighter and more resistant to
electromagnetic effects than metal cable. However, electro-optics technology

needs further development before fiber optics become practical for APAR
interconnections.54 Finally, the construction of the rack holding the modules
requires highly precise machining, as the slightest deviations in the placement of

modules can adversely impact radar performance. Highly accurate fabrication of
the array structure at an affordable cost will require the latest in multifunctional,

high-speed multiple-axis machine tools.5-

Probably the most challenging task is the development of a scheme to
characterize and screen T/R modules running off the assembly line. Such a
scheme is necessary to ensure that the modules inserted into the array are of high

performance and reliability. APAR applications have required a different
approach in the screening of components from what defense electronics
contractors have utilized in the past. Past electronic systems have not contained

SlInterview with Dennis Mukai, USAF Wright Laboratory.
521bid.

53Discusaion with Dennis MukaL, USAF Wright Laboratories.
54rl.d.
-ibid.
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as many active components as APAR. Consequently, in production, contractors
could afford the high reject or rework rates associated with stringent screening
levels, as each system contained only a few of these components. However, as
T/R module cost has become a principal determinant of the successful adoption

of APAR technology, the DoD can less afford high module costs caused by high
reject rates and rework typical of screening processes.

The development of new, economical screening processes for modules can be a
problem because of the difficult trade-offs between quality assurance and cost. If
screening limits are set too loosely, system performance will be degraded
because of process-induced variations among the T/R modules. On the other
hand, if the screening regime is too rigorous, then test costs may skyrocket, even
under automated testing. One challenge of screening is to develop models that
can predict the inpact of process variations within a population of finished
modules based on the performance of the system and yielded cost of modules.
Another problem is to devise quality assurance strategies that ensure the highest
system performance without incurring exorbitant testing costs.56

The T/R module cost problem has forced DoD contractors to consider different
quality methods from the past Instead of heavy screening, high rejection rates,
and extensive rework, contractors will need to emphasize process control to
assure the quality of modules that will go into an APAR system. Contractor
incentives to move in this direction will likely grow because of lean post-Cold
War budgets. If APAR is to become widely adopted by the US. military, DoD
contractors will have to learn new methods of quality assurance procedures,
based on process control widely embraced by commercial firms. Contractors will
need to rely more on good processes rather than rejection and rework to assure

quality of product

However, contractors may face some handicaps in their ability to apply
commercial quality-control methods. These handicaps include sharply declining
businesses in defense and the lack of experience with continuous, high-volume
production. Continuous, high-volume production is crucial in allowing firms to
refine and tightly control their processes. These factors, among others, are

believed to have contributed to the unsurpassed quality achieved among
commercial firms in Japan today.

-6Thid.
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4. FS-X Radar Assessment

This report has argued that although APAR enables many operational
advantages, it is difficult and costly to develop and produce. One clear
indication of these difficulties is the lack of any APAR that is operational in a

tactical fighter. In light of its enabling capabilities, both the United States and
Japan continue to invest considerable resources to overcome these difficulties
and to reduce production costs over time.

The approaches taken by both countries to realize APAR differ in several
respects. To shed light on these differences, this section briefly compares the
APAR system developed by Japan for FS-X with the fighter radar systems
recently developed in the United States in addition to the APAR currently under
development for the F-22 program. Then the implications of such a comparison

are discussed.

System Assessment

Along most conventional measures, the FS-X radar is not the highest
performance system by U.S. standards. Although the FS-X is based on APAR
technology, the operating modes of the FS-X engineering model (EM)I are
similar to those within existing U.S. radar systems based on mechanical-scan
technology. The FS-X modes, for instance, include typical functions found in
most U.S. fighter radars, including track-while-scan,2 target illumination, 3

range-while-search, 4 and ground mapping and imaging.5 U.S. fighter radars
developed over the past 20 years have similar capabilities. For instance, all

IThe engineering model is the preliminary prototype used to test and prove the system concept
being developed. Eninering models can be considered analogous to prototypes developed in US.
Demonstration/Validation (Dem/Val) programs.

21n track-while-scan, the radar system tracks the bearing of one or more detected targets while
searching for new ones at the same time without interrupti the search sequence.

31n target illumination, the radar fixes a strong beam to a target to lead homing missiles to the
target.

41n range-while-search, the radar scans for targets and simultaneously calculates their ranges,
typically by imposing frequency modulation on a coherent burst of pulses.

5The imaging mode generates maps that can discern roughly the shape and other physical
char stics of detected objects using SAR techniques.
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modes mentioned above are also programmed within the F-15/APG-70 and
F-16/APG-68.

6

In addition, along some measures, the FS-X EM radar can be considered lower

than the U.S. state-of-art In particular, flight test results of the EM supplied by
the JDA indicate considerably lower detection range, sidelobe suppression, and
resolution than the U.S. F-16/APG-68--one of the most advanced US. systems

compatible with F-16 or FS-X-sized aircraft.7 In addition, the operating ranges of
the FS-X EM radar are several times worse than the APG-68 in track-while-scan

and range-while-scan modes. FS-X imaging resolution specs were also several
times worse than the APG-68 and APG-70. Because DoD is aiming for a system

of far higher performance than existing radar systems with the F-22 radar, it is
safe to say that the performance specs of the FS-X EM are far lower than those of

the F-22 radar.8

Despite the modest test results of the FS-X EM prototype, it contains several
features that make it a significant development even by U.S. standards. One
important feature is a mode interleaving and multi-target acquisition capability
far better than most existing U.S fighter radar systems. Because the FS-X EM is

an electronic scanning radar, it can perform highly sophisticated mode
interleaving such as interleaved air-to-air and air-to-ground modes. Interleaving
should give the FS-X advanced capability of timesharing a broad range of modes.
Although DoD has attempted equally complex mode transition logic in fighter
radar systems of the past, such efforts have generally failed because of the
limitations inherent with mechanical-scan type radar systems.9

Another operational advance of the FS-X radar is its ability to generate and

interleave beams of differing shapes. For example, the FS-X in the track-while-
scan mode will be able to switch very easily between wide, fan-shaped beams

and thin, pencil-shaped beams. This ability would enable the system to capture
the advantages of both fast searching for new targets and precise tracking of
multiple-acquired targets simultaneously.' 0

Finally, the FS-X radar system could be one of the most reliable and maintainable
multimode fighter radar systems ever built. Its reliability, as measured by mean
time between failures, is several times better than the APG-68 and an order of

6Jn's Radar and EW Systems, op. cit., pp. 260-261.
This report compares the FS-X with the APG-68 because of comparable aperture sizes and

overall system dimensions. Also, both are designed to fit in F-16-sized aircraft.
81nterview with David McQuiddy, Texas Instruments.
9FS-X Active Phased Amry Radar U.S. Team Report, op. cit.
10MELCO video tape on PS-X APAR technology, FS-X Radar Technology Symposium,

Department of Commerce, May 1992.
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magnitude better than the F-15/APG-70.-1 System reliability and maintainability
are also vastly improved by its unique and unprecedented array built-in-test
(BrI) and self-calibration features. 12 The FS-X will also be highly maintainable

because the system is designed with self-diagnostics that obviate a maintenance
shop on the runway. The FS-X array and modules are designed for the
replacement of defective modules by hand. BIT features and the ability to hand

replace defective modules should help reduce life-cycle costs substantially.13

Emphasis on Cost Containment

The FS-X radar reveals some broader philosophical differences between Japan
and the United States regarding objectives in systems acquisition. For instance, a
dose examination of Japan's R&D strategy in APAR reveals a higher priority on
costs than is typically the case with the United States. If one assumes that Japan's

objective is to develop its own independent, indigenous defense technology
capability, such objectives would probably be served best by going for a
conservative radar system with the FS-X)

Japan's priority on cost can be seen in the relatively low number of T/R modules
in their FS-X array design. The FS-X array contains only 800 active T/R modules,
less than half of the U.S. F-2214 and SSPA prototypes.15 Since T/R modules are a
major engineering driver for APAR, a system design with fewer modules not
only reduces procurement costs but also can simplify system engineering and

integration.

Design for low cost is also apparent in the low performance specifications of the
EM and FM T/R modules. A notable U.S. expert in solid-state technology had
judged the FS-X EM modules to be about three to four generations behind the

United States in performance and compactness. The expert found the FS-X T/R
modules as more conservative than U.S. modules developed as far back as 1987
in the ATF Dem/Val program, particularly in transmit peak power and

bandwidth.

llThe FS-X EM radar has a mean time between failure (MTBF) of more than 300 hours,
compared to about 100 hours for the APG-M. Interview with Hyman Shulman, RAND.

'2BIT allows the radar system to perform an end-to-end test of every active module in the array.
Each module is fired one at a time to determine errors in gain and phase-shift. The radar computer
use the tst information to recalibrate the antenna through adjustments in phase shift commands
that compensate for the module errors detected. Through such compensation, antenna performance
is reoptimized, leading to increased system reliability and enhancing graceful degradation. MELCO
briefinpsat the FS-X Radar Technology Symposium, Department of Commerce, May 1992.

IJNMLCO riefngsop. .cit.
14jane's Radar and Ectronic Warfare Systems, op. cit.
15McQuiddy, D., et aL, op. cit.
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By going for lower power, for example, Japan could ensure that the FS-X would

be far less expensive and lower risk than the F-22. In addition, Japan would not

have to deal with the plethora of technical challenges caused by excessive heating

in the array and high load on the power supply. Such problems are best

alleviated with a radar designed to utilize lower transmit power in the modules.

Such a design would also reduce cost and risk as lower power could enable the

use of simpler design, resulting in lower fabrication and assembly costs. 16

Japan xits apparently compromised system performance for the sake of lower

cost For example, by utilizing fewer modules in the antenna, Japan had limited

the ability of the final system to transmit at the higher power levels necessary to

increase detection ranges and to sharpen beams. Because the FS-X will not only

have fewer modules but lower performance modules, the F-22 radar, if

completed, will enjoy a considerable performance edge over the FS-X.17

One could explain the design conservatism in the FS-X as simply arising from

constraints posed by FS-X platform requirements. The FS-X is designed to be a

relatively small, lightweight fighter similar in size to the F-16, with especially

limited space and payload available for avionics. Such constraints pose limits on

the size, power utilization, and cooling for the FS-X radar. Since the F-22 is much

larger than the FS-X, the former can accommodate and support a far larger radar

system and associated cooling and power supply apparatus 18

Nevertheless, some aspects of the FS-X system indicate a clear decision by Japan

to develop a system somewhat below the maximum capability obtainable. For

example, Japanese engineers had apparently decided to keep the FS-X T/R

modules simple by not designing any variable gain into them, although they

clearly have the capability to do so. Without variable gain, the FS-X array would

not be able to utilize amplitude modulation to achieve even better beam control

than PPARs. However, many of the technical difficulties caused by variable gain

errors in T/R modules could be avoided.

The use of array thinning to amplitude taper19 the FS-X antenna reflects another

example of Japan's pragmatic decision to compromise potential performance for

the sake of reducing costs. Some of the elements away from the array center are

fitted with lower power and nonactive modules to taper the array2 ° so that

16Intrviw with David McQuiddy, Texas Instruments.
17Cheston, T., and J. Frank, Phased Array Radar Antennas,- op. cit
18A larger APAR emitting at higher power levels requires a platform capable of accommodating

not only a larger antenna but also larger power supplies, greater power generation, and a more
complex cooling system. Interview with a MELCO engineer.

19Amplitude tapering is necessary to reduce sidelobes for phased array antennas.
20FS-X Active Phased Array Radar. U.S. Tram Report, op. cit.
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variable gain would not be necessary. While this approach saved considerable
engineering effort and costs, it also represented a performance compromise from
an array utilizing variable gain modules.

Japan's cost emphasis can be further revealed by the kinds of improvements
made in their FM21 T/R modules over the EM modules. Most improvements
were in producibility and cost rather than performance. The most notable
change is the substantial increase in MMIC integration, resulting in a new
module prototype that contained only half the number of parts and chips as the
EML22 The MMIC fabrication processes were also significantly upgraded for
improved manufacturability. Improvements in quality control also enabled a
new module that did not require timing adjustments after assembly.23

Despite the dramatic improvements in producibility, the FM performance hardly
changed from the EM Despite an entirely new active circuitry, module size and
transmit power of the FM were identical to the EM. The internal circuitry was
not revamped to shrink the module and increase its power. Instead, it was done
to improve on module cost and producibility.

Selective, Incremental Improvement

Consistent with their cost focus, Japanese contractors appear to rely on
incremental rather than revolutionary improvements with respect to their APAR
systems technology. One engineer at USAF Wright Laboratories recalled a
meeting in which MELCO engineers mentioned that software for the final FS-X
radar was already completed in an earlier prototype development effort. Any
improvements made with the EM over the previous generation prototype had to
be incremental because old software could be transferred. This strategy might
explain how Japan could develop successive prototypes in such short cycle
times.24

Incrementalism can also be seen in numeruus similarities between the FM and
EM modules. Despite slight differences in bandwidth, receive gain, and noise
figure specs, the size and transmit power specs were identicaL25 Thus, the FM

21Th flight model is presumably analogous to the full-scale development prootype the final
pror reflects die system that will go into production.

=MX Radar Tedlhology Symposium, June 22 1992, US. Department of Commerce.

24Software development is one of the most time-consumin and difficult tasks for new military
systems& System software now consumes almost half the total development costs for avioic.

25FS-X Radar Technology Symposium, op. cit.
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modules could be a form-fit with the array already developed from the EM
development effort to conserve considerable time and cost.

The desire for a form-fit between the FM modules and EM system may be the
rationale behind Japan's highly incremental improvement strategy for its module
R&D. Since complex systems must be fine-tuned so that their parts operate
harmoniously, a change in the characteristics of one part could require a

substantial redesign in other parts of the system. If one is not careful in choosing

areas for improvement, then the entire design of the system might have to be
overhauled at significant expense.

For example, if Japan had decided to increase module transmit power, the
cooling system would have to be redesigned because of the extra heat generated.
In addition, the power supply design would require further changes to meet the
higher electrical loads caused by a more powerful cooling system and module
transmit function. A similar situation exists with module size. If module size

were reduced, a new antenna layout would be needed to ensure a tight fit

between the modules and feed system. In turn, the signal distribution network
and cooling system might have to be modified to accommodate these changes.
By changing one attribute in the T/R modules such as transmit power or module

size, the entire antenna design may have to be changed.

Japan had probably elected to focus primarily on improvements in receive

characteristics of the FM module to avoid redesigning the entire antenna system.
The primary areas in which the FM module had a notable improvement over the
EM were receive characteristics such as bandwidth, noise figure, and gain 3 '

Unlike transmit parameters, these parameters could be improved to enhance
system performance while preserving a functional form-fit with the antenna to

control costs.

By confining improvements to module receive performance, Japanese contractors
found a way to improve system performance at minimal cost. This choice was
made because improved module receive performance of the module would not
necessarily change the thermal ctics of the antenna, since only a small

fraction of the total power is dissipated by the receive side. In addition, the
mechanical and electrical interconnections of the antenna system would not be
affected, because the receive side draws very small amounts of power compared

to the transmit side. In this way, the improved FM modules would still make a
form-fit with the antenna and line replaceable units (LRU) EM prototypes.
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Frequent Prototyping

The incremental improvement strategy as outlined above is part of a long-term

Japanese strategy of rapid prototyping of APAR systems technology. Since 1967,

Japan has followed such a strategy to advance its state of the art.27 Development

timelines indicate that MELCO had completed the development of five APAR
prototypes successively from 1967 to 1975.28 In the same time period, the United

States had barely completed four.29 The rapid prototyping strategy is also visible
in recent efforts. For example, timelines show that the FS-X EM prototype was

developed in only three or four years, and the FM, if completed on schedule, in

only two to three years.

Probably Japan's ability to complete new prototypes frequently has been possible

because of the highly incremental improvement approach discussed above.

Since design conservatism and incrementalism make the system integration

easier, new system prototypes can be developed quicker. Japan may view the

rapid prototyping as a way to make up for the small improvements made per

prototype. Consequently, Japan can make rapid progress overall in its state-of-

"-art Wmogy.

Through rapid prototyping, Japan has accumulated decades of design and
systems integration experience. Rapid prototyping, supported by incremental
imv ta, hs provided valuable opportunities for Japan to gain critical
flight testing data and to practice in designing and integratmg new military

systems. Japan had commenced flight testing of an X-band APAR system

prototype as early as 1986,0 four years before the first US. flight tests of the ATF

Dem/Val radar. Such experience would give Japan the advantage of early

feedback that could guide them to make the most cost-effective improvements

for later prototypes.

As a result, Japan may acquire an initial operational capability in APAR several

years before the United States. Completion of full-scale development (FSD) of

the FM radar is scheduled for 1994, three years before completion of FSD of the
F-22 radar. This time lead could grow if the US. program experiences more

stretchouts as a result of the lean budget environment. Stretchouts have already
plagued the F-22 program, causing a slip in F-22 FSD from 1992 to 1994.31 If

271b0d.

2 •MQuiddy, D., et al
3N'Defuu AgITWY to Enter Detailed Design Rhas of APAR Radar," Co~mle Tmmpovtatmo,

Augst 3,1987. p. 6.
Slnce th befinning ofATF Dem/VaL ED f•r the radar already has been moved back from

1992 to 199L Interview with Wetihouse Electric egnees.
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tdmical and budget problems persist on the F-22, further delays can be expected
as well as extreme difficulty in the completion of an operational U.S. airborne

APAR by the end of the decade.

Japan may also be ahead of the United States in terms of demonstrating
manufacturbilty of critical radar components such as LRUs and T/R

modules.32 Their readiness was clearly revealed in their announcement that

initial production of FM modules would begin by mid-1993. At the time of this

writing, US. contractors are still building and refining their automated factory
module1 3 and have not completed the production setup for the radar system and

LRUs.34 Unlike their Japanese parallels, US. APAR contractors have striven for

much higher improvements over previous prototypes rather than incremental
improvements. F-22 program requirements have called for a radar system of

substantially higher capability than any other radar developed. Consequently,

instead of incrementally building on the F-22 Dem/Val, US. contractors have

had to develop an entirely new radar for FSD.35 This happened despite the fact
that the ATF Dem/Val system was judged as highly successful in demonstrating
radar operations during flight tests. Nevertheless, the Dem/Val prototype was

not viewed as adequate because it did not reach the stringent performance

requirements of the F-22 program.3 6

To meet such performance requirements, US. contractors have been racing to

develop T/R module prototypes in which a new version often appears radically

difterent from the previos ne.37 While pushing US. module technology to the

forefront, such lag improvements have incurred very high engineering costs as
well as long development times to US. APAR development. For example, US.

contractmo have been developing innovative but risky technologies such as
composite parts and high power MMICs for their T/R modules. However, such
technologies involve less mature designs, materials, and components whose
producibility has yet to be demomstratecL8 In addition, with the emphasis on
improvig module performance over the years, relatively less attention has been

given to other important aspects of the system, such as the electrical

3M O uhowed a videotape of what appeared as automated production of LRUs and other
componutts of the EM radar. FS-X Radar Tedmology Symposium, op. cit.

33T/R module MANTECH program, Phae 4, is scheduled for completion in late 1993.
"Mamufctuuti Technology for Radar Transmit Recerve Modules," op. cit.

34lhRvew with Wastioouse Eectric egineers.
%al, C., and W. Sweetman, op. cit., p. 745.
36%Ue ATP Dum/Val modules did not have as much peak power as the 10 W requisite

11-22 radar praSiam. FS-XAdiv Phmed Arnry Rar U•S. Tan R.port, op. cit.
37Ovur th pest decade, a T/R module Sreoratio is superseded by a new one almost every two

to dtee yers Every seratlon has resulted in dramatic reduction in module dimsioks and
ncr�assinoutpuek . lnterview with David McQuiddy, Texas Instrumentso Inc.

3 6lntelew with an mgineer on the -22 progam.
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interconnection system among modules, the signal processor, and the radar

computer. These factors may have placed the United States behind Japan in

system maturation and producibility. Stringent requirements may have already

served to lengthen the expected time of development for the F-22 radar. One

U-S. radar engineer commented that had the F-22 requirements been as low as

the FS-X, the United States would have had an F-22 radar flying today.39

Rapid prototyping has enabled Japan to advance its systems technology rapidly

but probably at much lower risk and cost. One advantage of rapid prototyping is

that the latest technology can get inserted into systems without high costs. A

strategy of frequent product iterations is reportedly employed by many

successful commercial Japanese firms in the automotive and machine tool

sector.c0 Such a strategy is widely credited as one of the secrets of Japanese
business success throughout the 1980s.41,2 The FS-X radar program may indicate

that a similar strategy can be used successfully in the defense area as welL.

Industrial Base Motives

Japan may be driven in the MS-X radar program by a long-term motive to

advance its indigenous military capabilities. Rather than pursue the highest

performance radar system in the short run, Japan has instead chosen to advance

its technological capabilities over the long run through rapid prototyping and

incremental improvement.

One indication of this motive was Japan's decision to develop APAR for the FS-X

in the first place. The mission requirements of the FS-X could have been met

with the purchase of one of several conventional, off-the-shelf mechanical-scan
radar systems developed in the United States.44 The mission requirements also
did not dictate the need for many of the novel capabilities enabled by APAR

technology such as mode interleaving and accurate multiple target engagement.

Y9 hterew with Captain Sid Pedkns, FS-X Technical Laison Office, USAF.
401n the automobile industry, U.S. and European product development projects use about twice

as many engineering resourme and take 12 to 13 months longer than Japanese protects when
controlling for body size, number of body types, and price. Also, a comparison of flexible
manucturing systems showed that US. development times were 1.25 to 2.25 years longer than
Japan's. See Alwander, A., Copoweiv Imnnovtion in apm and in the United States, RAND, R-3924-
CUSJF, August 1990, pp. 18, 41.

41bdW.

42See Clark, Kr, et aL,-Product Development in the World Auto Industry," Brookings Paers on
Ecimomk Acit'tie, 1987, and Jaikumar, L., "Japanese Flexible Manufcturing Systems Impact on the
United Staes," jaan and the World Economy, No. 1,1989.

OTre Insauments and Westinghouse Electric 1991 documents show FSD for the F-22 radar
scheduled to begin by 1994 and end by 1996. The FM is scheduled for completion by 1994.

44FS-X Adie Phased Army Radar U.S. Team Report, op. cit.
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Rather, these capabilities seem to be additional features made possible by

electronic-scan technology.45

Unlike the U.S. objective of fielding the highest performance radar, Japan
appears motivated by the desire to demonstrate a conservative, baseline APAR

system as early as possible. Japan seems to be successful in this objective. As of

1989, Japan had completed the development of a conservative, baseline FS-X

radar system, the EM prototype, and had conducted numerous flight tests on this

system. By 1992, EM flight tests were considered successful in demonstrating

that the EM met all requirements set by JDA. Japan has announced that it is

ready to roll out a flight-worthy APAR system by 1994.

Japan may also be motivated by a desire to develop a military system that also

helps Japanese industry commercialize advanced dual-use technology. Because

APAR draws on so many dual-use technologies, such as solid-state devices and

microwave circuits, Japan might also be using the program to help Japanese
industry commercalize advanced technologies based on microwave device,

materials, and tooling tecimologies.4 6 The issue of dual-use technologies as
relevant to APAR is discussed in greater depth in Section 7.

Implications of the FS-X Radar

Both the United States and Japan recognize the immense military utility of APAR

technology, as reflected in the long-term efforts by both countries to develop this

technology.47 DoD has identified phased array technology as critical to the

nation's security, as APAR technology is a leading candidate to satisfy myriad

defense needs over the next decade.48 If cost and performance bottlenecks can be

resolved, APAR technology can be expected to proliferate through the weapons

arsenals of the United States, Europe, and Japan.

45 Rid.
46A US. avionics expet familiar with the FS-X program is quoed as sayin& "The Japanese

target [defense w l that is applicable to commercial applications, whereas U.S companies
wI t only military technology." Keler, J., op. dt, p. 4

"Japan has three other military programs to develop APAR for ground-based, ship-borne, and
air a applications, PS-X Radar Technology Symposium. On the US.. side, APAR is
being developed not only for airborne fire control but also for the Ground-Based Radar program for
theater missile defense. The U.S, Navy is also developing APAR for ship defense and fire control
applications. Interview with David McQuiddy, Texas Instruments Defense Electronics.

48Of the 22 technologies identified on a DoD list of critical technology, three technologies-
sensitive radars, passive sesmors, and phased arrays--could be realized with APAR. In additin, five
other technologies on the list-preparation of GaAs semiconductors, parallel computer architectures,
fiber optics, data fusion, and pusdpwrcudsee their largest applications coming from the
production of APAR system. See The Depw.tment of Defes Critical Tedmoleges Plan, For the
Commitlees on Armed Services, US. Congress, 5 May 1969.
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It is, therefore, no surprise to see Japan emphasize the demonstration of a
baseline APAR system as early as possible. Such a demonstration would set the
stage for Japan as a world-class developer of a highly critical technology for
defense electronics. A successful APAR product could give Japan a big boost in
the highly lucrative defense export business, of which Japan currently is a minor
player in comparison to US. and European producers.

Should the United States be interested, given current Japanese technical
capabilities in APAR? The numerous APAR flight tests already conducted in
Japan indicate a more than rudimentary technical capability in military systems
integration. Although the FS-X performance is lower than the U.S. F-22 and the

APG-68, the EM prototype has been judged to be better than the F-16/APG-66,49
a defense system with strong export sales. The DoD team charged with
evaluating the FS-X radar had judged Japan to be only "three years behind in
realizing APAR of improved RF performance." With Japan nearing completion

of the FM radar, a system that should be considerably improved over the EM,50

the FS-X radar could be the first break for Japan in advanced military radar
systems.51

This assessment runs contrary to the conventional wisdom among US.
policymakers that Japan is hopelessly behind the United States in defense
electronics. Throughout the post-World War H period, Japan has been seen as
lagging far behind the US. military technology. How has Japan managed to
develop a competitive radar system in the FS-X given their comparatively small

defense budget?52

The answer probably lies with long-term rapid prototyping R&D. One
advantage of rapid prototyping is that it provides contractors with the
engineering experience necessary to improve design and integration capabilities

for defense subsystems. Frequent experience with prototyping allows
contractors to gain an understanding of high-level trade-offs and relationships

among design features and system performance, cost, and reliability. The rapid

49FS-X Acive Phase Armry Radar. U.S. Team Report, op. ct.
50 The FM module specidfcation shows solid improvements over the EM in noise figure, receive

gain, and bandwidth. Consequently, the FM should be a more capable system than the EM. which
has already been judged to be more advanced than the F-16/APG-66. Ibid.511n receive performance, the FM is competitive with US. module prototypes developed as
recently as 1990. The FS-X Radar Technology Symposium and Manuturing Ternoogyfor Radw
Transmit Raive Modules, op. cit.

52While data are lacking on total Japanese and US. spending on X-band APAR R&D over the
post decades, US. spending levels on defense technology in general have dwarfed Japan's by two
orders of magnitude by any measure. Publicly, Japan acknowledges defense spending at roughly
I percent of gross national product (GNP) throughout the post-World War 1 period. Friedman, D.,
and R. Samuels, Hm to Suced Without Really Flying: The Japane Aircraft Industry and Japan's
Tedmolk , Mdogy, MIT-Japan Program, 1992.
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prototyping approach can allow for long-term advancement of tedhnical
capability at lower cost. Risk is also reduced because contractors are improving
only gradually and are developing new prototypes within proven capabilities

The Japanese approach contrasts with the U.S. approach of aiming for radical
performance improvements over fewer design iterations. Admittedly, one could
argue that the United States did follow an incremental strategy with the several
APAR technology demonstration programs during the 1960s and 1970s. With
the ATF and F-22 programs, however, DoD has been striving for systems of
drastically superior capability over the previous generation,

The U.S. tendency for radical improvements with each new system presents two
problems. First, a large improvement introduces technical risks to the program
because contractors develop systems of far greater sophistication and complexity
than what they have accomplished in the past. Second, the development of a
radically improved system also can increase the time required by contractors to
bring the system to operational status. The extended time delay between
development iterations not only increases development costs through the
phenomenon of the "check-writing machine"M4 but could also reduce
organizational competency of the contractor because of a loss of "institutional
memory."55

Such a tendency can be attributed to historically high defense spending levels of
the United States. Throughout the Cold War, the United States outspent any of
its allies by orders of magnitude. Thus, the United States could more easily
afford making large, costly improvements from one prototype to another. As
defense budgets undergo a steep decline, the United States may find itself forced
to apply a more incremental approach in research, development, testing, and
evaluation (RDT&E) programs. Several U.S. policymakers have already begun to
discuss strategies that stress incrementalism and prototyping. Several members
of the Congressional Armed Services Committees have put forward proposals to
emphasize fieldable and, in particular, producible prototypes as a new lean

53The SSPA and ATF Dem/Val APAR systems are not p for the final F-22 FSD radar.
Rather, the final F-22 radar will be an entirely different system. Del, D. and W. Sweetman, August

-The check-writng machine" refers to the phenomenon by which projects, even while in a
dormant state or on hold, can still incur overhead and administrative cosls that pile up over time.

5Through worker attrition or degradation of skills, design organizations can lose capabilities
acquired from the previous design and integration experience if the organization has not undertaken
integration activity for a long time. One former executive of Lockheed Corporation attributed the
extreme difficulties of finding experienced development program managers for ATF Dem/Val to loss
of institutional memory caused by a 20-year gap since Lockheed had its last system development
activity.
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acquisition strategy.56 DOD program managers have already edged dloser to
incrementalism in the F-22 aircraft program. Program managers have reportedly
backed off Of several performance requirements to ease the cost burden of F-22

system development and integration.57

I56Among four acquisition approaches iterated by then-House Armed Serices Chairman Lea
Aspin, one was to "prove out" a seri, of fully operational and producible prototypes before entein
production Capaccio, T., 'USA Must Align Acquisition Strategy with Aspin's Views: Loh,' Defens
Wee*, Aebruair' 8, 1993, p.12.

57Budget cuts have already indua4d the Air Force to emphasize design refinements, lower-cost
materials, and increased manufacturing efficiencies in the F-22 program. Possile alterations in the
near future include reductions in computer processing ability, reduced electrical power, and deferral
of plants for advanced radars Opall, B.,-USAF Braces to Deflect Possible- F-22 Cuts," Defns News,
March 29,1993, p~. 3.
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5. Candidates for Technology Transfer

This section presents a discussion of candidate FS-X radar technologies from
which the United States may derive benefits for the DoD and the industrial base.
The FS-X agreements give the United States the option to procure by license any
FS-X technology indigenously developed in Japan. The agreements also entitle
the United States access to technical data on Japanese FS-X technology to allow
the United States to ascertain whether or not it wishes to exercise its option of
procuring technology from Japan. As the FS-X radar is classified as indigenous,
the United States will have the right to obtain technical data on the radar.

Table 5.1 summarizes several process, component, and systems technologies in
the FS-X radar program that U.S. experts have identified as possible candidates
for technology transfer. A technology is considered a candidate if Japanese firms
are believed to enjoy a comparative advantage over U.S. firms in the particular
technology area, or if the Japanese level of competency in the particular
technology area might serve U.S. defense or commercial interests. This
discussion, however, does not address whether the transfer of these technologies
is feasible, practical, or even possible. These latter issues are discussed in
Section 6.

T/R Module Manufacturing

DoD has officially identified manufacturing technology for T/R modules as one
of the technical areas offering the greatest opportunity for U.S. benefit. DoD
recognizes the unparalleled capability of Japanese electronics manufacturers such
as MELCO renowned for low-cost, high-volume production. Since DoD expects
to produce T/R modules in high volume if cost can be reduced,1 DoD believes
that Japanese module manufacturing technology holds the greatest promise for
benefiting U.S. industry.2

MELCO officials have reinforced this belief by commenting that production costs
would be reduced substantially if demand increased to about 1,000 T/R modules
per day. According to MELCO officials, if demand increased so that fully
automated manufacturing were justified, costs could fall below $1,000 per

1Strategic Industrial Initiative: Phased Array Radar, op. cit
2GAO Report, 1990, op. cit.
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Table 5.1

Promising Technologies for Transfer

Technologies Subtechnologies

T/R Module Manufacturing - Chip/subassembly pick and place
* Chip attachment with epoxy
o Automated wire bonding
* Quality control and testing

Materials Fabrication o GaAs MMIC
* Packaging structures

Systems Integration * Built-in-test

Component Design * Miniaturized packaging

module. MELCO officials have also stated that demand from the FS-X program
is insufficient to justify full-scale automation. Thus, for the three EM prototype
antennas, MELCO admitted using semiautomated processes to produce 10 to 20
modules per day at about $3,300 per module. In FS-X procurement, MELCO
expects daily module production to peak at 100 to 200 per day.3

Nevertheless, DoD believes that MELCO may be more effective than U.S. firms in
moving into high-rate, low-cost manufacturing. A team of DoD radar specialists
assigned to assess MELCO technology witnessed high-volume, high-
performance production processes used for commercial components. The team
noted that many of these processes were nearly identical to those used for T/R
module production in the United States. However, the production rates were
typically three to ten times higher than those of US. producers.

The team witnessed, for example, automated gold wire-bonding, GaAs die-
bonding, and epoxy dispensing, all of which are also used for U.S. module
production. However, these processes were operating at rates unprecedented in
U.S. firms. Many of these processes were being used to build high-demand

commercial products such as satellite dish receivers and facsimile thermal heads.
The team also witnessed a broad array of company-modified automated
equipment supporting the manufacture of a wide variety of defense and

consumer electronics products. 4'5

3Strategic Industrial Initiative: Phased Anmay Radar, op. cit
4Ibid.
5 interviews with USAF engineers.



Although U.S. contractors claim that they could bring module costs below $500 if

T/R module demand increased to 1,000 per day, such claims have not been
substantiated. Furthermore, several DoD teams that visited Japan to assess their
technology have indicated in written reports of a strong comparative advantage
over U.S. producers in high volume electronics manufacturing. The team
concluded that MELCO advantages in mass production could provide benefits to
U.S. defense industrial needs including module production.6 Such observations
are consistent with other reports comparing Japanese and U.S. electronics

manufacturing.
7,8

On the basis of interviews and technical literature, several manufacturing
processes might be enhanced if the United States could gain access to Japanese
technology. These processes are described below.

ChiplSubassembly Pick and Place

One important area of U.S. interest is Japanese robotics technology for the pick

and placement of GaAs MMICs into module parts. This process can be
particularly troublesome because of the high fragility of finished GaAs MMICs.
Thus, the most careful robotics handling equipment is required.9 Pick and place
equipment must have high dimensional precision, since imprecise placement can
induce changes in the electrical performance. Robotics equipment utilizing the
latest in visual sensor and pattern recognition technology may be required. 10

US. contractors do have access to highly advanced pick-and-place equipment,
but Japanese firms are believed to have access to the best pick-and-place

6 us..ij Ca&elpmet: Llpdate of tO FS-X P Mog, m, GAO Report, June 1992.
7"rThe Japanese] produce at quality levels essentially unknown in most US. manufacturing...

If the [U.S.] Defense Industrial Base could produce as efficiently as Japanese industry, the US. could
have the defense systems it requires early enough to a&low its technical superiority to convey a
decisive operational advantage.. ." Findings of the U.S. Department of Defense Tenmology Assessment
Tann on Japanese Manufacturing Technology, Draft, November 1988.

8hIbe Japanese have equaled or surpassed all world competition in many types of capital
equipment, materials, and services important to the semiconductor industry... including packaging,
automated assembly equipment, various ultra-pure materials, and some categories of fabrication
equipment. .," from Dertouzos, M., et al., Made in Amriaa" Regaining the Productie Edge, MIT Press,

99,l _s break easily not only because of their inherent brittleness but also because of thinning
required to dissipate heat from power generating chips. Strategic Industrial Initiative: Phased Arry
Radar, op. cit.

10 McQuiddy, D., et aL
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equipment in the world, particularly those capable of meeting the more stringent
handling requirements of GaAs. 11 ,12

U.S. producers may benefit by gaining access to MELCO flexible manufacturing
systems used for handling variable-sized components. MELCO revealed their

utilization of advanced pick-and-place robots capable of handling different sized
components.13 While U.S. producers do have automated pick-and-place
equipment for GaAs, most equipment available in the United States lacks the
capability to handle subcomponents of vastly differing sizes and shapes, from
tiny MvICs to relatively large hybrid MIC subassemblies. 14

Chip Attachment with Epoxy

MELCO is also reportedly using a conducting epoxy to attach chips to carriers.
The epoxy provides a bond of high reliability and tight control in addition to
useful thermal and electrical conducting properties. Such an epoxy, if
transferred to U.S. companies, might help producers lower defects, increase
controllability in chip attachment, and provide electrical and thermal grounding
to circuits.15

Automated Wirebonding

Wirebonds, the electrical connections between different subcomponents in T/R
modules, are a critical reliability, yield, and throughput driver for T/R modules.
Currently, the roughly 200 wirebonds inside T/R modules are the primary
limiting factor for module reliability and yield. 16 The DoD team visiting MELCO

facilities in Japan witnessed what appeared to be superior high-speed
wirebonding equipment used in the mass production of facsimile thermal heads.
Such wirebonding processes could be highly applicable to high throughput T/R
module production needs.17 If transferred, such technology might be useful in

llBecause of the prevalence of silicon integrated circuits, most materials handling equipment
available on the merchant markets has been designed to handle silicon instead of GaAs.
Consequently, US. producers of GaAs circuits often have had to modify equipment designed to
handle silicon to work effectively with GaAs. Interview with Westinghouse Electric engineer.

12The Japanese leadership in GaAs pick-and-place equipment is widely believed to have
become apparent sometime in the 1960s when Japanese firms had begun to gain their foothold in
GaAs circuit technology for satellite dish receivers. Interview with Westinghouse Electric engineer.

13Such technology was revealed to US. producers in a videotape shown at the FS-X Radar
Technology Symposium.

14Manultunring Tedmolo••yfor Radar Transmit Receive Modules, op. dt
15interview with USAF engineers.
16Manufacturing Tedmologyfor Radar Transmit Receie Modules, op, cit.17Each thermal head, although similar in size, contains about four times as many wirebonds as

U.S. T/R modules. In addition, MELCO is producing thermal heads at 7,000 per day, 7 times the
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helping U.S. producers increase throughput and yield in their module
production process.

Quality Control/Test Strategies

MELCO has also developed a quality control regime that allows more extensive
RF testing of chips before they go into the modules.18 By screening active devices
before their insertion into modules, this test regime might help to increase yields
and reduce rework If transferred, the successful utilization of this regime might
help U.S. factories increase yield and reduce module costs.

Materials Fabrication

GaAs MMIC

High cost materials are the second largest cost factor of T/R modules, especially

the active MMICs. During the FS-X Radar Technology Symposium, MELCO
described some of their GaAs MMIC products and revealed several that they
were producing at high volume by GaAs analog device standards. An area of
interest for U.S. industry may be fabrication process technologies for MMICs.

MELCO has also developed a solid capability in GaAs MMIC design and
fabrication. It has developed highly integrated active circuits and switch circuits
for the FM modules, enabling a module design with only three chips. MELCO
has also developed MMIC technology and has inserted high performance circuits
in a variety of commercial and military applications. These applications, in

addition, have helped to make MELCO a world leader in GaAs MMIC
fabrication and handling.1 9

U.S. industry could also benefit from access to MELCO quality control

procedures in IC fabrication. Process control is a paramount issue not only in
performance but also affordability. The fabrication of X-band active devices to
operate at higher pulsed power levels requires extremely tight control tolerance
over feature size and doping levels. The slightest variability along these

maximum projected throughput levels expected for T/R modules during procurement. In terms of
wirebonding thmruhput, MELCO has already achieved about thirtyfold of what US. producers hope
to achieve with high-rate T/R module production. FS-X Active Phased Array Radar: U.S. Team Report,
op. cit.

18FS-X Radar Technology Symposium, op. cit.
"9Interviews with U-S. attendees at the FS-X Radar Technology Symposium.
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processes can radically degrade performance and manufacturing yield, especially
with X-band microwave circuits.A

The fabrication of GaAs IC with active layers is one area where MELCO may be
particularly strong. The power-MMICs contained in the FS-X EM and FM
modules contain molecular active layers fabricated with highly advanced
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) processes. The difficulty in achieving predictable

and repeatable results with active layers is an obstacle for more widespread
utilization of active layer MMIC technology.21 Although U.S. industry has
developed many advanced devices using active-layers, many firms lack the high-
volume production experience necessary to gain confidence with their fabrication
processes. High volume production is necessary to learn and demonstrate tight
control over the dimension and purity of active layers. The vast commercial
experience of Japanese firms in epitaxy-based circuits has likely given firms such
as WELCO a quality advantage in this process.22

MELCO is also strong in backside processes for GaAs as well as silicon ICs.
Backside processes include polishing, etching, drilling, and metallization of the
side of the chip opposite to the integrated circuit Such processes are required to

clean the surface of the chip and to provide thermal and/or electrical grounding.
The transfer of these processes might help US. industry develop MMICs and
MMIC-based modules with improved reliability and electrical performance.23

Packaging Structures

At the DoC Symposium, MELCO had mentioned its use of carbon-based
composite m rials for the array structure and module housing. The United
States may w~i to pursue more information in this area. Knowledge of how to
run a well controlled process for strong, lightweight composite structures could
benefit programs aimed at solid-state communications and sensor applications.24

Systems Integration

It is difficult to judge the benefits that Japan can provide U.S. industry in system
design and integration. Few within the United States are knowledgeable about
Japanese system integration capabilities. According to the conventional wisdom,

2 0 Md.
2 1Inteview with emgineems at Texas Instruments.
2 21bMd.
2 hlntview with MELCO enie.
2 III vew with USAF enee
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Japan is far behind the United States in systems integration because it lacks the
depth and breadth of experience in this area. With regard to radar systems, one

can point to a dearth of systems design and integration experence in Japan.

Most notably, since World War I, no Japanese-developed radars have been
fielded. Nevertheless, if Japan is successful with the FS-X, then it may be closing
the technological gap with the United States. APAR technology can represent a

technology that would leapfrog decades of U.S. dominance in radar technology,

especially since nearly all radars in the U.S. fighter inventory are mechanically
scanned. Thus, the FS-X radar could mark a new beginning for Japan as a world-

class developer of tactical airborne radar.

The success of the 1989 flight tests of the PS-X radar may be an indication that
Japan has finally developed a system integration capability in military radar.
Japan has also displayed strong managerial skills in handling acquisition
programs, with the on-schedule completion of the EM prototype and the

satisfaction of all requirements in flight tests. Although these requirements were

conservative by US. standards, they do include rather sophisticated systems

operations such as end-to-end BIT and roughly 20 stand-alone modes, submodes,

and interleaved modes.2

Of all the aspects of the FS-X radar, the one feature generating the most interest

from US. industry appears to be the BIT scheme. The FS-X BIT performs not
only fault detection but also array calibration and other diagnostics without the

use of an intermediate avionics maintenance shop.26 While BIT has been
implemented in most US. systems, the U.S. record with BIT has been mixed.27

While Japan seems to have matured the BIT concept within the FM prototype,
US. industry has yet to operationalize a fully functional, self-contained BIT

algorithm for an APAR system. Also, an APAR calibration scheme proposed by

a US. contractor in the F-22 program had involved measuring equipment outside

the radar system entirely.28 However, the BIT within the FS-X radar will not

require outside equipment and is conducted by assets within the radar itself.

US. access and license of such a capability plausibly could provide tremendous

insight for US. contractors hoping to develop BIT features for new U.S. systems
such as the F-22 radar.29

NDurmn the FS-X Radar Technology Symposium question and answer session, most of the
audience questions regarding t M-X radar concerned the Brr.

27Gdnuma J., et aL, A New Vimw of Wepon System ReItbility and Ma•inat•biity, RAND,
R-3604/2-AP, January 1989. One-third of the time when the BIT on the F-15 C/D radar indicates a
faul there is none.

M•,MQuiddy, D., et al, op. cit.
ZIntrdiew with USAF engineers.
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Component Design

The design methodology used by MELCO to package the FS-X radar into
compact, reliable, and low-cost LRUs is another area of potential interest to U.S.

industry.30 Japanese electronics firms are renowned for strong electronic

packaging and design capabilities for consumer electronics, especially in
miniaturizing components. One US. engineer pointed out the compactness and

low weight of the FS-X LRUs as an indication of MEICO's highly advanced

packaging capabilities. The engineer especially singled out the radar signal
processor as weighing only half of that produced by his company.

The advanced construction of the FS-X T/R modules also reflects MELCO's good

packaging capability. Despite conservative transmit performance by US.
standards, the receive performance of the FM module is comparable to US.

specifications in terms of noise figure, gain, and dynamic range.31 Histograms
from production runs of the FM modules also show better process control than

that achieved by US. production runs. The FS-X T/R modules are also highly

advanced in construction and utilize state-of-art design and materials

technologies. MELC has also shown a solid MMIC design capability, as

indicated by the wide variety of MMIC devices that they developed-from

multiple function MMICs to simple, low-noise dscrete chips.32

By gaining access to MELCO packaging capabilities, U-. industry could improve

their design tools and methodologies used to analyze mechanical-stress, thermal

management, and sealing of microwave components. Methodologies for

"incorporating robustne and process control into design would also be highly

beneficial to cut development times, reduce costs, and improve product

reliability.

Summary

In summary, DoD and US. industry see the greatest potential benefits in gaining

access to Japanese module process and materials technologies and the FS-X BIT

regime. In the T/R module assembly area, MELCO may have some automation

technologies in pick-and-place, chip attachment, wirebonding, and testing that

30LRUs ar the separate parts that compose a radar system. The FS-X radar conmists of four
LRU&s radar processor power supply, antanna, and exciter/receiver. IS-X Radar Technology
Symposum, op. cit.

31This assement is based on a comparison of specificatios of the EM module and Texas
Intsnmiests/Westlghouse MANThOK modules. Mmuqbcturing Teclmoloy fr Radar Trsmits
RPeadwModule, op .ct

2.S-X Radar Tedcnky Symposium, op. cit
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are of interest to U.k industry. Some US. industry experts also expressed

interest in MELCO MMIC fabrication processes, composite materials for array

structure and T/R module housings, and component design tools and
mehoologis.

Except for the BIT regime, most US. experts seemed least impressed with

Japanese capabilities in software and integration. Many of the modes

prorammed into the FS-X are conventional and have already been programmed

within US. mechanical-scan radar systems. In addition, the number of modes

progrmwmed into the FS-X radar did not seem unusual for modem airborne

multi-mode radar systems. While mode interleaving and ground moving target

indication modes within the FS-X have been recently incorporated into US. radar

systems, several U.S firms have already demonstrated superior capabilities in

airborne teconaissance or ground-based fire control systems. Overall, however,

interviews with US. experts seemed to reveal a widening U.S. appreciation for

advarced, high performance military technology from Japan.
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6. Problems of Technology Transfer

Section 5 identified Japanese FS-X radar technologies that could benefit US.
interests if transferred easily and costlessly. However, it did not address the

potential problems and costs associated with the real-world implementation of
technology transfer. This section discusses the various obstacles facing
technology transfer. Such obstacles, it is argued, limit the scope and degree by
which technology transfer from the FS-X radar program can actually benefit U.S.

interests.

Lack of Knowledge and Access

Despite DoD and U.S. industry interest in several aspects of Japanese
technologies, technology transfer faces several problems. One of the most
important is the lack of US. industry knowledge of the technologies at hand.
One reason for this lack is the minimal access to technical information on the

radar. Although DoD and DoC take the position that US. industry should be the

primary recipient of technology transfer, nearly all US. industry experts
interviewed expressed very little familiarity with not only the FS-X technology

but also the process by which technology is accessed through the program. 2

In particular, technical managers have remarked that much more technical

information on the FS-X radar is needed to assess whether or not benefits might
accrue from acquiring Japanese radar technology. Before the FS-X Radar

Technology Symposium in 1992, US. industry virtually had no access to

technical information about the FS-X radar or MELCO engineering and
manufacturing capabilities. Only DoD personnel visited MELCO facilities in

1990 and 1991. No industry representatives were included.3 In addition, the

transfer of documentation on FS-X technology to U.S. industry encountered

IThe U.S%. government takes the position that industry has a greater capacity and incentive to
absorb technology than the government itself. FS-X Active Phased Aray Radar U.S. Team Report, op.
dt.

2Duri interviews with dozens of US. radar program managers, none revealed detailed
knowledge of FS-X technology or the bureaucratic process through which U.S. industry would gain
access to l-X technology.3Ueore 1992. the PS-X agreements prohibited US. industry participation in the -tednology
visits' to Japan. After negotiations in February 1992, this prohibition was lifted so that all subsequent
technology visits could contain US. industry representatiom Indeed, US. industry representatives
were part of a U.S. team visiting Japan in 1993 to examine the FS.X mission computer.
Correspmndence fromn Captain Sid Perkins, USAF, July 1993.
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delays because of the bureaucratic review and approval processes set up between
the two countries. 4

In addition, while the symposium was unprecedented in providing official
exposure to Japanese military technology, the information from the symposium
did not reach many small firms whose business is highly related to some of the

technologies used for the FS-X radar. Although the attendees' list contained a
group of defense firms and government organizations, numerous lower-tier U.S.

suppliers with strong market positions in relevant technology areas did not

attend, including several developers and suppliers of MMIC technology. In

phone interviews conducted a few months after the symposium, most high-level
managers within these firms indicated ignorance regarding the FS-X radar and
technology transfer process. Since Japan's industrial strengths are closely related

to the capabilities of these lower-tier suppliers, such firms may have been the

best of candidates for receiving licensed technology from Japan.5

Procedures and Restrictions

Another obstacle to technology transfer is posed by the complex bureaucratic

rules and procedures that govern the transfer of military items between the two

countries. Some procedures might appear to block outright the transfer of useful

technologies to the United States. One of the most restrictive procedures comes

from an official policy of Japan's powerful Ministry of International Trade and

Industry (WMIT) requiring that all overseas sales of military items developed and

produced be subject to review and approvaL During the review, MMTf will

determine whether an item falls in the category of "military item." If it is

determined that less than 5 percent of sales of that exact item are used for non-

military applications, the item under review is classified as "military," and its

export can be banned. If it is determined that 5 percent or more are for

nonmilitary uses, then the item is classified as "dual-use," and its export is not

prohibited.6 Much FS-X hardware, especially custom-built parts, very easily

4Although the first temology visit for the MS.X radar was conducted as early as 1990, the trip
report for the visit was restricted to government use only, and a significantly abridged version was
not released to U.S. industry until 1992. The IS-X agremnents require that reports compiled by US.
teams that conduct the technology visits to Japan be subject to review and approval by the IDA and
all private Japanese contractors involved before its release to US. industry. Such a review process
contributed to the roughly six-month delay between the completion of the FS-X radar report and its
disseminstion to US. industry during the FS-X Radar Symposium. Ibid.

51n telephone conversations with high-level managers at several specialized MMIC suppliers,
nearly all admitted ignorance about the FS-X radar program and the technology transfer
opportunities it presented. Many were not even aware that MMIC technology was being used for the
radar, although most were not surprised. When told that Japan is developing MMICs for defense
purposes, almost all indicated an interest in learning more about the IS-X radar.

6 [nterview with Major Craig Mallory, USAF.
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would fall under the definition of a military item, and their transfer would be

subject to intense MIT scrutiny.7

These procedures have obstructed technology transfer efforts in the past by
creating burdensome paperwork for the Japanese exporter. Because of the
lengthy MITI review process, requests for transfer could encounter significant

delays; all parties involved might have to incur high paperwork costs, especially
the prospective technology exporter. Without banning the transfer of items, such

burdens have acted to discourage would-be exporters of military items and
technology to the United States.8

Procedures can also present obstacles for US. firms hoping to receive military
technology. For instance, interviewed U.S. industry managers admitted utter
confusion over the regulations and transfer process in the FS-X. The confusion
centered on the 12 categories of technologies and the unique bureaucratic

processes and paperwork involved with each.9 The managers also noted that
some of the rules seem based on highly arbitrary and subjective definitions. For
example, for nonderived military items from Japan, MIT! Has allowed an
exception to the export ban if the item "facilitates technology transfer to the US."

Under this rule, MITI has allowed MELCO to sell sample T/R modules to DoD
for test purposes only, presumably under the justification that DoD testing
would "facilitate technology transfer to the US."I0 Documents issued by DoD
and DoC on guidelines of FS-X technology access do not define exactly what
"facilitating technology transfer" means.11

Finally, fears of political repercussions can pose a significant deterrent for
Japanese companies that hope to sell military or even dual-use technologies

overseas. Even as the Cold War recedes, weapons proliferation to the Third
World has remained as one of the largest political concerns of developed nations.
Given the affiliation of large defense contractors with divisions in the consumer
and industrial areas and the strong pacifist sentiment of the Japanese public,
contractors in Japan fear a public backlash to any perceived profiteering from
any arms sales abroad.1 2 Japanese contractors are using the FS-X program as the

7japan's restrictions block the export of all military "end items" only. So-called military
"technology," including process technology, manufacturing know-how, and blueprints, also can be
transferred overseas subject to MIrr approval. Correspondence from Captain Sid Perkins, USAF, July
1993.

8lbid.

10The 1995 Detailed Arrangements for the Transfer of Military Technologies allowed for the
single exception to Japan's military export ban-sample articles of hardware sold to the United States
for -facilitating technology transfer." Ibid.

lInterrview with Major Craig Mallory, USAF.
12Interview with high-level offidal at MELCO Radar Group.
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test case on public reaction to the export of Japanese military technology and
items.13

Proprietary Interests

Access to comtractor-owned technology also poses problems with proprietary

interests and intellectual property. The FS-X agreements recognize indigenous
technology as either JDA-owned or contractor-owned. For JDA-owned

technology, terms of access are negotiated between governments. If the
technology is contractor-owned--the case for most process and design
technologies--the US. company or government organization wishing access
must negotiate commercial arrangements with the Japanese contractor.14 Most

Japanese technologies of interest to U.S. industry would fall within the category

of contractor-owned technology. JDA-owned technology typically is comprised
of systems-level technologies, such as the entire radar system and separate LRUs.

However, the lower-tier design, process, and component technologies of
considerable interest to the United States are likely classified as contractor-

owned.

In gaining access to contractor-owned technology, tension naturally arises
between the contractor's proprietary interests and bilateral political interests to

promote transfers of technology for US. benefit This tension arises given the
competition-sensitive nature of process and design technologies, many of which
have been developed for use in the commercial sector. MELCO is known to be
applying commercial technology and expertise to the FS-X radar. Given the high
commercial value of some of these technologies, it is understandable that

MELCO officials would be reluctant to release technical information to potential

U.S. competitors 15

U.S. firms hoping to receive technology can also face conflicts with th, :r own

interests. By receiving indigenous Japanese FS-X technology, US. firms may be

obligating themselves to provide free flowback to Japan of any modifications
they make on the technology. One U.S. manager expressed discomfort with this

provision, as ambiguity might arise as to whether a technology improvement

1-Defensf Industry Watching Issue as Test Case," Nik=an Kogyo Shimbun, October 10, 1992, p. 7,
translated to english by JPRS, Japan Science and Technology, October 29,1992.

14Tedmology Transfer and Technology Flowback with Japan: U.S. Industry Approaches to the FS-X Co-
id'ct P , op. cit.

D UMD teams visiting MELCO in Japan have reported that MELCO officials often refused to
answer many technical questions posed by the team. One of the most frequent reasons stated by the
officials was that the answer was "proprietary." FS-X Active Phased Array Radar: U.S. Team Report,
op. cit.
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belongs to the Japanese company or the U.S. recipient. This provision was

included in the FS-X agreements to mirror image the provision for the guarantee

of flowback to the United States of Japanese-derived technology.16

Another disincentive for U.S. firms to receive FS-X indigenous technology comes

from the rule that technology acquired from FS-X be used only for defense

purposes. 17 This rule could prevent the United States from applying these

technologies for dual-use applications. In many cases, particularly process

technologies with high fixed costs, commercialization is indispensable to the

achievement of economically efficient production volumes.18

The key factor that can make conflicts of proprietary interests a serious obstacle

to technology transfer is the necessity for extensive cooperation between the

giver and recipient of technology. In particular, transfers_ of process technology

will require many intricate details of day-to-day operations and maintainence of

the processes in question. Many such details cannot be recorded and transmitted

in written form but rather must be transferred via a close working relationship or

even apprenticeship between technology giver and technology recipient Unless

full cooperation and complete mutual trust exist between the giver and receiver,

nearly any aterempt at technology transfer, especially process technology, will be

doomed to failure.

Different Program Requirements

Another barrier to technology transfer is the inapplicability of Japanese

technology to U.S. program needs. Despite many commonalities, FS-X mission

requirements diverge far from those of U.S. programs, particularly the F-22. As

argued below, the F-22 mission requirements call for a system of far higher

performance than that required for the FS-X.

This report has argued that Japan intentionally developed a conservative system

for the FS-X radar. A conservative design is entirely consistent with the primary

FS-X mission. Such a mission, which was derived from the role assigned by the

Japan Self-Defence Forces,19 does not require a radar system of highest

performance. The FS-X is assigned the role of interdicting hostile shipping in the

16"pS-X Technology Transfer Process," briefing by Captain Sid Perkins, USAF, during the FS-X
Radar Technology Symposium, June 1992.

1 7 1bid.
lSterview with Texas Instruments engineers.
1 9 In a 1981 communiqud by Prime Minister Suzuki, Japan is committed to defend the air space

around Japan out to several hundred miles from the shoreline and the sea-lanes out to 1,000 nautical
miles. "U.S.-Japan Burden Sharing- Japan Has Increased Its Contributions but Could Do More,"
GAO Report, op. cit.
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sea-lanes surrounding Japan. Because ships are large, slow-moving targets, a
radar of the highest mappizig resolution would not be required. Very low
sidelobes also would not be as critical with the FS-X as U.S. fighter missions,

since the radar would be operating in a relatively low-clutter, sea environment.
Moderate detection ranges also would be adequate for the FS-X to operate in the
sea-lanes surrounding Japan. The limited geographical area of the intended FS-X
missions does not extend far from home airfields.20

In contrast, U.S. combat aircraft must typically perform often highly ambitious
missions requiring the highest level of performance. Modem U.S. fighters must

detect, acquire, and defeat fast-moving, moderately stealthy unfriendly aircraft
over hostile territory. Operation over hostile territory requires very low

sidelobes to reduce the likelihood of detection by enemy sensors and to provide
immunity from jamming. It also requires longer radar detection ranges to gain
the combat initiative over unfriendly interceptors. Attack or support missions
require low sidelobes and sharp beam and map resolutions to interdict smaller
vehicles in a very high clutter, land environment. High clutter rejection is also

needed to conduct look-down, shoot-down engagements over land against

moderately or highly stealthy aircraft.21

The F-22 will have a more stringent mission requirement than any other in the
history of U.S. fighter acquisition. The primary mission is to interdict high
performance interceptors over hostile territory with very heavy air defenses.22

To gain combat initiative over interceptors, which are small, fast targets, the
radar systems must have very long detection ranges and excellent beam control
to evade detection in a heavy air defense environment. The F-22 mission,

therefore, will require a radar that meets the highest standards of beam control,
mapping resolution, and detection ranges.

The highly divergent mission requirements between the FS-X and F-22 may make
FS-X system technology inapplicable to U.S. needs. For example, DoD is

pursuing the Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group (JIAWG) architecture for

the F-21 as part of a follow-on to the conventional MILSTD-1750A architecture
designed in existing front-line aircraft. JIAWG is also planned for the Army LHX
helicopter and Navy AX bomber programs. The data architecture used by FS-X,

on the other hand, will use the conventional MILSTD-1750A avionics standard.23

2 OFS-X Active Phased Array Radar: U.S. Team Report, op. cit.
2 1Disusion with Joel Kvitky, RAND.
2 2 Discussion with Donald Stevens, RAND.
23TKeler, J., "New Avionics Group Targets Upgrades," Military & Aerospace Electronics, Vol. 3,

No. 8, October 15, 1992.
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The F-22 program may likely need more advanced software algorithms and data

architecture than the FS-X. Given the longer ranges at which the F-22 must
operate, the F-22 radar will also need to process at much higher data loads. To
stay compatible with software innovations, DoD is also considering a highly
advanced and costly processor architecture, perhaps based on parallel
microprocessors. These new architectures may be deemed necessary to meet the
stringent processing required for high speed analog/digital conversion and

phase shift calculation posed by 2,000 T/R modules operating at fast update
rates.24 If parallel processors are used for processing and signal control, entirely
different software languages and algorithms may be required.25 Thus, even
highly effective software algorithms and architectures developed for the FS-X
may not be applicable to F-22 needs.

Mission requirements may also dictate entirely different hardware specifications.
For example, the F-22 radar will likely require a far larger, more powerful cooling
system than the FS-X. The range requirements for the F-22 have driven

requirements for T/R module peak power that is several times greater than the
FS-X. Range requirements also drive the need for a larger aperture.
Consequently, the P-22 antenna contains two and half times as many modules as
the FS-X. In turn, the F-22 will require a cooling system dissipating an order of
magnitude more heat.

To achieve superior beam control, the F-22 T/R modules also may contain
functions of variable gain,26 which the FS-X modules lac&L27 Requirements on
mapping resolutions also appear to drive wider module bandwidths than the
FS-X. MELCO engineers have noted their capability to develop modules of

higher peak power and wider bandwidths28 but have apparently found such
improvements unnecessary to meet FS-X requirements.29

Although differences in systems requirements, Le., LRU size, avionics
architecture, and circuit design, have been noted, differences in process
requirements between the United States and Japan may also lead to
incompatibilities as well. Although many of Japan's military process standards
are derived from U.S. standards, differences in the standards of the two countries

24Strategic Industrial Initiative: Phased Array Radar, op. cit.
2ýlbid.
26Sweetman, W., Active Array for ATF, op. cit
27The FS-X module does not contain variable attenuators, indicating a lack of gain control.

FS-X Active Phased Array Radar U.S. Team Report, op. cit
28During the FS-X Radar Symposium, MELCO had revealed some active-circuit GaAs MMIC

technology of comparable performance to those developed in the United States.
29FS-X Active Phased Array Radar U.S. Team Report, op. cit.
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could forestall the application of Japanese process and manufacturing technology

to U.S. military programs. In one specific case, MELCO is noted to be using an
organic-based epoxy as a hermetic sealant for T/R modules. The use of organic

materials in hermetic military components is prohibited by U.S. military

standards.30

Nontransferable Industrial Factors

Furthermore, the applicability of Japanese process or ma. - :apability

may be limited by industrial factors that are inseparable from the firm. One
example is customer-supplier networks, which play a critical role in controlling

quality in manufacturing both in the United States and Japan. Large Japanese
conglomerates in particular rely on long-standing relationships inside a vast

network of subcontractors to provide tooling and other process inputs.

Customer-supplier relationships are highly critical in quality assurance within
Japanese industrial networks.31

These relationships, however, are not transferable across national boundaries as

easily as data packages or pieces of equipment. Networks typically cut across the

boundaries of many firms and can involve hundreds of tightly interacting firms
that provide technical support, equipment, and parts for each other. Networked
firms are often bound within a common inventory and accounting system so as
to improve the overall efficiency of the network. Networked firms also swap

technologies and personnel with each other and provide two-way technical and
financial support.32 The integral role that these networks play in supporting
industrial processes in Japan could forestall even the effective transfer of process

technology to the United States.

The transfer of certain process technologies to the United States could be

especially difficult given the dose customer-supplier interactions required to
support MELCO processes. For example, an important process step required

before fabricating power MMICs is the growth of active layers with MBE.33 This
process requires a multimillion dollar tool developed by a Japanese supplier;

301bid.
3 1"Rather than design and manufacture their own goods, they [giant Japanese manufacturers]

actually coordinate a complex design and manufacturing process that involves thousands of smaller
companies," from Sakai, K., "The Feudal World of Japanese Manufacturing," Harvard Business Review,
November-December 1990, pp. 38-43.

32Ferguson, C., "Computers and the Coming of the U.S. Keiretsu," Harvard Business Review,
July-August 1990, p. 63.

33MBE involves high precision growth of active layers by ejecting molecules on to pure GaAs
wafers through heating in a near vacuum environment. Sze, S., op. cit., p. 333.
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however, the complexity of operating the tool requires close interaction between
the supplier and customer to ensure the quality of its output. Because of a lack of

technical service infrastructure in the United States, this supplier does not sell its
molecular beam product to any U.S. customers. Without this critical tool, U.S.
production of activ--layer MMICs based on a MELCO process would be
difficult.34 For industrial reasons, this process technology is not transferable.

Industrial factors could also present barriers by reducing the incentives for U.S.
firms to receive Japanese technology. Some US. technical managers have
expressed doubts about acquiring an unfamiliar process technology from Japan.
They were often not sure of the advantages of the Japanese process technologies
if they were transferred into their own corporate environment. Others had
doubts about whether technology acquired from another country could be
effectively exploited in the United States.

These doubts are understandable given that most U.S. defense firms do not have
the same lines of business as MELCO. Lines of business play a strong role in
determining the industrial capability of firms. Also, operating procedures are
often optimized within the unique set of products and services offered by the
firm. Consequently, process or industrial capability from one firm may not be
easily transferable to another. For example, MELCO has a wide portfolio of
electronics products ranging from consumer to defense applications. MELCO
has optimized its technology and management procedures to support the
operation of these businesses. Consequently, Japanese firms such as MELCO are
known to invest heavily in flexible, high-volume production to meet customer
demands in the consumer electronics sector. U.S. defense firms without high-
volume consumer electronics business may not find enough demand from the

defense sector to justify investment and operation of high-volume production
technology.

Finally, the adoption of a new technology can involve very high switching costs
that could deter would-be technology recipients. For example, one U.S. manager
noted the high cost of adopting a new MMIC fabrication process from Japan.
Implementation of such a process would require very costly investments in
production infrastructure. Acquisition of a new GaAs process technology would
cost several tens of millions of dollars in plant and equipment. Even if the
technology were free, high set-up costs could discourage U.S. firms from making
the necessary investments needed to exploit it.3

3 4hnterview with Richard Pedersen, AT&T Bell Laboratories.
35Discussions with Chiao Hsieh, Norden Systems.
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How about firms that already have a production infrastructure? Although such

firms would not have to invest in an entirely new infrastructure, they would still

have to incur some switching costs to adapt a new process into their current

operations. Also, the addition of a new process and a supporting infrastructure

probably would require some sunk investments to be lost. For firms that already

have an in-house process, the cost of switching to another may be greater than

the benefits, even if the new process is superior.3

Not only would adoption of a new process incur additional expenditures for new

equipment, but it might add considerable risk to the smooth functioning of the

firm's production process because of requisite changes in operating procedures.

Such changes always incur the risks of side effects such as temporary losses of

quality control and extended downtime and servicing. When such side effects do

occur, the ensuing degradation in quality can often take months to fix.37

Such an argument is reinforced by the existence of steep learning curves in the

electronics manufacturing industry, implying high opportunity costs to switch to

a new process. Successful manufacturing processes typically result from many

years of streamlining a process using a unique combination of capital and

personnel. The efficiency improvements gained over years of process refinement

are risked whenever a new, unfamiliar process is introduced. Thus, because of
the risks of lower yields and frequent downtime as well as consumed labor and

floor space, firms may be discouraged from taking chances for marginal gains by

acquiring a foreign process.38

%BAd.
3 7Tyre, &, "Managin Innovation on the Factory Floor,' Trdmology Review, October 1991,

pp. 59-65.
3ýbid.
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7. Broader Industrial Factors in
Japanese APAR

Broader industrial factors, including industrial networks, lines of business, and
R&D philosophy determine many of the industrial capabilities that support
technology. It will be argued that the APAR cost problems of U.S. contractors,
especially in producing T/R modules, are a result of the industrial factors
prevailing in the US. defense business. MELCO advantages in low-cost
manufacturing may be more an issue of industrial structure and management
rather than superior technology. The conclusion drawn from this section is that
the most important areas to learn from the FS-X case study are not only
technology but also the Japanese acquisition approach and industrial structure.

MELCO's Dual-Use Industry

Dual-Use Resource Sharing

MELCO's solid business base in commercial microwave and wirele.
communications products has allowed it to develop a strong technical capa-ility
in APAR. MELCO has committed R&D resources into developing GaAs
processes for components inserted into commercial products such as cellular
phones, satellite television receivers, and global positioning systems.1 MELCO
also hopes to apply T/R module technology to build highway and automobile
sensors and tepcommunications for cellular radios and vehicles.2 The revenues
and technical experience gained from involvement in these areas may have laid
the groundwork for APAR.

Through success in its commercial businesses, MELCO has developed world-
class electronic design and manufacturing capabilities, which it is applying to
military products. MELCO has unique opportunities to do this, since it is not
only one of the world's largest consumer and industrial electronics firms but is
also Japan's largest defense electronics contractor.3 MELCO is the prime

1MELCO briefings at the FS-X Radar Technology Symposium.
2MELCO brochure on its Optoelectronic and Microwave Devices R&D Laboratory.
31n 199Z MELCO had the eleventh largest deferse electronics sales in the world and ranked as

the top defense electronics contractor in Japan. MELCO had a total of $2.250 billion in defense
electroni" sales, almost three times its biggest Japanese rival, Nippon Electric Compan%
However, unlike most U-S. defense electronics companies, MELCYO's defense sales accc less
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contractor for some of the biggest defense electronics programs in Japan,
including licensed production programs for the Patriot air defense system and
the F-15/APG-63 radar.4

In addition, MELCO and other Japanese firms are known to embed defense R&D
and production within their commercial infrastructures. One survey of Japanese
defense firms found that more than 80 percent of equipment producing defense
products were also used for nondefense products as well. A recent study noted
that:

"Unlike US. prime cuntractors that isolate defense from commercial
production... Japan's prime com rfactors make no distinction between
military and civilian products, except at final assembly. Components and
sub-assemblies are designed by the same engineers and are produced by
and tested on the same equipment, regardless of the project for which the
equipment was initially obtained or the ministry from which subsidies may
have been initially derived."S

Furthermore, Japanese firms appear to place considerable emphasis on "spin-on"
rather than "spin-off."6 These firms have focused on applying commercial
production capital and component technologies for use in military systems.7

There are several instances where this occurs. In one example, a manager at the
AMCO radar group noted commercial assembly machines building FS-X T/R

modules.8 MELCO custom-modified equipment that pick-and-place GaAs
integrated circuits into receivers for home use of direct broadcast satellite (DBS)

television can perform the pick-and-placement of MMICs into T/R modules.9

Commercially available computer-aided-design (CAD) software at MELCO is
also being used to design various ICs such as MMICs for military uses.10

MELCO is also applying commercially developed proprietary materials
technologies for sealing and bonding T/R mod ide parts. For example, MELCO

than 10 percent of total electronics sales. Tapscott, N., "Defmse Electronics' Top 100 Companies,-
Defnse Elecitnia 1993 Buyer's Guide, p. 8.

4/FS-X Active Phased Army Radaar U.S. Tem Report, op. cit.
5Friedman, D. and R. Samuels, op. cit., p. 11.
6 -There are many cases of Japanese corporations developing advanced defense technology

based on Itheir civilian technology]. Little technology has been developed fundamentally for
weapons themselves. In Europe and the U.S., in contrast, there are many cases of technology that the
[defense departments] and corporations developed from the. 4tart as weapons being transferred to
civilian technology." "Defense Industry Watchng Issue as Test Case," Nkkan Kogyo Shimbun, op. at.

7FS-X Active Phased Army Radar U.S. Team Report, op. cit.
8Friedman, D. and R. Samuels, op. dt.
9Comments from briefing, -Case Studies of Successful Production Applications of GaAs ICs," at

the 1991 IEEE GaAs IC Symposium.
101ntenriew with a manager at MELCO radar group.
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has noted its use of conductive adhesive to attach highly fragile GaAs chips to
module carriers. Reportedly offering higher reliability and repeatability than
solder, the adhesive was developed to attach fragile GaAs chips into DBS circuits.
Japanese electronics firms have been continually producing GaAs for DBS
equipment since the mid-1960s.11 A proprietary adhesive is also used for
hermetic sealing lids and feedthroughs in the FS-X T/R modules. There is good
reason to believe that Japanese commercial process technologies are applied to
T/R modules and other APAR components.

Japan's Commercial Lower-Tier Network

Commercial/military sharing is even more pronounced in the lower-tier network
of suppliers in Japan. Market dominance in consumer electronics end-products
has coincided with the market strengths in lower-tier sectors that feed both
civilian and military production in the United States. These sectors also supply
components that are inserted within APAR prototypes in the United States.

For instance, US. APAR technology draws on a long "food chain" of critical
component, tooling, and process technologies. Products in the "solid-state RF
food chain" include GaAs starting material, epitaxy, MMICs, and T/R modules.
These lower-tier products are clearly dual-use in that the same products are
being employed for both defense and commercial applications. Usually, the
lower the tier of a technology or product, the greater are the commonalities
between military and civilian usage.12

Most of these lower-tier "food chain" products are produced by networks of
small and large commercial companies in Japan.13 Japanese electronics giants
typically belong to a vast network of customers and suppliers to support their
highly diverse consumer electronics product lines. These networks design and
produce the components, tools, and processes that feed the fabrication and
assembly of U.S. and Japanese military systems.14

11 nterview with engineers at Westinghouse Electric.
12Lower-tier products cain fewer system-specific features and thus exhibit greater

commonalities for different end uses. For example, defense contractors typically buy the same GaAs
wafers as commercial firms. On the other hand, products in the higher tiers, such as T/R modules,
exhibit more system specific characteristics. Consequently, these products will exhibit fewer
commonalities among different end uses. Thus, a fire control T/R module will exhibit considerable
differences from a cruise control T/R module for automobiles.

13japanese firms are the principal suppliers for food-drain" products for even US. defense
contractors. This phenomenon has raised US. concern over foreign dependency in critical materials
and tooling technologies. The issue of foeign dependency is discussed later in this report.

145"i, K., op. cit., p. 39.
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It is highly probable that the commercial subsidiary and subcontractor base of
MELCO is also supplying the food-chain products feeding the FS-X APAR

program. For example, MELCO has commented that its own subsidiaries

produce all microwave materials and components leading up to the FS-X APAR,

including GaAs wafers, MMICs, and T/R modules. MELCO is also using the

same or similar products for non-military teleommunications and broadcasting

applications, including phased arrays for space communications and GaAs

MMICs for cellular telephones and DBS dishes.15 These products are going into

mass markets in the United States, Japan, and Europe.

Benefits of Dual-Use

This section has described ways in which MELCO applies commercial sector

resources to military needs The capability to integrate dual-use production

gives MELCO certain advantages over those US. defense firms that lack a

market base in consumer and industrial electronics. A dual-use integrated firm

with strong market positions in civilian markets can pool demand together to

gain various benefits such as scale/scope economies, learning economies,

automation, and flexible production.

ScaleiScope Economies

With its many high-volume product lines in the consumer sector, Japanese dual-

use firms typically can achieve greater scale economies than many US. defense

electronics contractors. Unit demand for components such as integrated circuits

or multichip modules from the commercial sector often outnumber military

demand by orders of magnitude. In 1988, the total military demand for

integrated circuits was only one-twentieth that of nonmilitary sales.

By pooling commercial demand with military, MELCO can achieve the volumes

necessary to generate cost advantages through economies of scale. Even in

GaAs, a technology considered highly specialized for military use, commercial

production demand is approaching that of the military. Although currently most

of the revenues in the U.S. GaAs industry come from the military budget, it will

be changed by the end of the decade by an ongoing explosion in cellular

communications and home television reception of DBS.

15 FS-X Adive Phased Army Radar U.S. Team Report, op. ciL
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Commercial broadcast has already provided U.S. and Japanese firms with higher
production volumes in chip areas than demand from the U.S. government.16

MELCO in particular is deriving most of its production workload in GaAs from
cellular phones and broadcast dishes. If global cellular phone service continues
to boom at current rates, civilian markets will easily dominate the global revenue

for GaAs production. In Japan alone, global cellular telephone subscribership
should exceed 20 million by 1994, with a continuation of rapid growth projected
throughout the rest of the decade. 17

Japanese strengths in GaAs technology arose through an effort at controlling the
DBS equipment markets during the 190Ws This market, which has already
sustained high growth in subscribership in Japan and Europe for several years, is

providing most of the demand for commercial analog GaAs firms. In Japan, the
state-owned broadcast company NHK has already acquired 4.5 million DBS
subscribers, with an additional 12 million subscribers acquired by a semiprivate
consortium.18

Commercial-military "resource sharing" implies scope economies because most
of the scale economies are with inputs rather than end products themselves. For
instance, MELCO has an impressive high volume GaAs hybrid IC fabrication line
that feeds both commercial and military production facilities.19 Even when end

products are produced in different facilities, enormous scale economies can still
be gained through sharing subcomponents. Scope economies can be particularly
important if such inputs drive the cost, performance, or quality of the end

products, as T/R modules do for APAR.

In addition, human capital or technology can be considered a critical input
shared across civilian and military applications. Scope economies are generated
if the same expertise and infrastructure contribute to the realization of both
commercial and military products. MELCO is applying its phased array antenna
design and integration expertise not only to military fire control but also to
satellite broadcasting and remote sensing applications as well.20

Expertise can also be dual-use. Commercial experience with microwave
component assembly and GaAs MMIC fabrication is providing the human

16Two small US. companies have each reported production of more than 200 3-inch GaAs wafer
starts per week, Compared to about 200 wafer starts for all MIMIC contractors for al of 1989.
Interviews with industry representatives and DoD Project MIMIC managers.

17 erview with engineers at Motorola, Inc.
18'Japanese satellite TV," The Econmist, January 23,1993.
19FS-X Acive Phased Amy Radar U.S. Tean Report, op. Cit
2OStrategk Industr In•i:atimv: Phased Array Radar, op. cit.
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capital needed for military applications. A MELCO technical manager noted that
manufacturing technicians from the commercial division had taught radar
engineers how to use semiautomated commercial equipment to build T/R
modules. 21 In another example, MELCO used rapid wirebonding capabilities to
mass produce thermal heads for facsimile machines. The type of wirebond is
similar to that used to assemble T/R modules in the United States.22

A GM Hughes and Delco Electronics joint venture is taking advantage of
synergies between military and commercial sectors The venture is developing a
system to alert school bus drivers as to whether any children are in front, on the
side, or underneath the bus after it has stopped. The system detects moving
objects using X-band T/R modules with GaAs MMICs developed from the
DARPA MIMIC prograi. Although the system has a purely commercial
application, GaAs MMICs for the system are being produced at a defense facility
operated by Hughes Aircraft Company. A managing director of the joint venture
said, "We have a strategy... to satisfy military and commercial products and
customers using most of the same processes, same line, and same people. "23

Learning Economies

Sustained, high-volume commercial production provides a steady flow of
manufacturing experience for firms to learn and improve their own processes
and productivity. Manufacturing processes can be improved through "learning
cycles,"24 in which output from a production run is measured and analyzed.
Data from production runs can be used to ascertain sources of quality problems
and consider ways to solve them. Lessons learned from the analysis then can be
used to fine-tune the production process for the next production run. The
learning cycle can be applied over and over, resulting in incremental
improvements in process control and yield. Over time, the application of several
learning cycles can lead to dramatic improvements in cost as well as product
quality.2 Such efforts may have been responsible for well documented learning
curves in the semiconductor industry, in which unit costs for a particular product

2 1IInteriew with a manager at MELCO Radar Group.
22Wtvw with engineers at USAF Wright Laboratories.
23KeIler, J., -DelcD, Hughes Leveraging Military Radar," Military & Aerospwce Electronis, April

19, 1993, p. 1.
24A term used by Motorola engineers.
21nterview with David Lutz, Motorola, Inc. The learning cycle is a process undertaken within

the quality circles concept in design and production organizations. See Denting, W., Quality,
Productivity, and Competitiwe Position, MIT Center for Advanced Engineering Study, 1982.
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typically fall 30 to 40 percent every time cumulative output for the product

doubles.26

While learning is facilitated with statistical methods, a high-volume production

facility provides the best environment to apply them. Experience from

numerous, high-volume production runs enables the generation of huge data
samples that can be used to identify problems and limitations of production

processes. A well known process improvement method, full-factorial design of

experiments, 27 works best with datasets containing millions of data points, each

coming from a sample taken from a process employed in a high-volume

production run.28 Effective analysis of large data sets can enable a manufacturer

to achieve dramatic improvements in efficiency and productivity. Such

improvements often take the form of simplified material flows-reduced process

variations, downtime, and defects--and the introduction of new manufacturing

technologies on the factory floor.29

Learning curve economies reinforce the market position and profitability of

market leading firms. Firms first to market with high-volume products have the

opportunity to gain a dominant market share early in the game based on a

strategy of moving first down the learning curve. Rapid movement down the

learning curve, in turn, helps to lower cost and raise quality over competitors.

Learning economies, therefore, can provide positive feedback for high volume

producers.30

In theory, firms successfully targeting high-volume consumer electronics markets

could eventually gain monopoly positions in dual-use industries or technologies

in the long run by outrnmning competitors down the learning curve. Early

market dominance is not only sustained by learning but can also be increased

and reinforced over time until monopoly positions are obtained. 31 This market

26Moxson, R., "The Chip War," Case Study for the Graduate School of Business, University of
Washington, 1967.

27Design-of-experiments involves the experimental variations of factors that may impact the
product quality and characteristics. These factors are varied in all combinations, and the resulting
product characteristics are measured. A mathematical fit is performed on the data to develop a
model for predicting the impact of the factor values on product characteristics. This fit then is used to
calculate values for factors that will yield the greatest process uniformity and repeatability. Juran, J.
M. and F. NE Gryna, juran's Quality Control Handbook, McGraw-Hill, 1988, pp. 26-29.

2interview with David Lutz, Motorola, hnc
29Finmdmgs of the U.S. Deartment of Defmse Tadnology Assessment Ton on Japanese Mnu*mng

Tedholqy, op. cit-, p. 43.
30Arthur, B., "Self-Reinforcing Mechanisms in Economics," in Anderson, P., et al, The Economy

as an Evoling Complex System, Proceedings of the Evolutionary Paths of the Global Economy Workshop,
1967.

3 1Learning-by-doing tends to provide self-reinforcement of market position by the market
leader. See Arrow, K., "The Economic Implications of Learing-by-Doing Review of Economic
Studies, VoL 29,1962, pp. 155-173.
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phenomenon could explain how commercial Japanese firms have come to
dominate global production of many solid-state materials and components
feeding both the civilian and military sectors in the United States.32

Automation and Flexibility

Japanese dual-use electronics manufacturers typically enjoy higher production
automation than do many U.S. contractors because consumer electronics firms
are under considerable competitive pressures to automate. The advantages of
automation arise not only because of reduced labor costs but also because of
higher process control and yields. These cost advantages, however, must be
weighed against the added fixed and sunk costs of introducing automation to the
factory floor. The high-volume demand and increased cost sensitivity of
consumers provide large incentives for Japanese firms to bear these costs. Firms
catering only to the low-volume defense market in the United States will have
much lower incentives. Lack of incentives could explain why U.S. defense firms
generally employ more labor-intensive processes for production than Japanese
consumer electronics firms.

One common drawback of highly automated production systems is the high
adjustment costs incurred when changing either the production rate of the
system or adapting the system for different product models. Flexibility is,
therefore, necessary for commercial sector firms to compete in a market based on
short product lifetimes and high product turnover rates. To address this
problem, Japanese consumer electronics firms have developea asserably lines
capable of mixed-flow production of multiple product models. In mixed-flow
production, line operations can be changed to match the particular model
moving on the line. Once production capital is flexible enough to produce more
than one product at variable production rates, manufacturers lower their
equipment costs and increase their ability to cope with demand fluctuations and
the rapid introduction of new models.33

To enable and support flexible production, Japanese firms began development of
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems to integrate all activities of a

321apanese giant Sumitomo Electric sells more than half of all GaAs wafers consumed in the
world. Kyocera sells about 90 percent of all microwave ceramic packages consumed by US. defense
contractors. Furukuwa Electric supplies more than 90 percent of all GaAs slugs consumed in MBE
machines in the United States. Interview with several US. industry experts.

33English translation of "Developments in Assembly Line Automation," Nikkui Mechanical, June
29,1992; from PPRS: Japan Science & Technology.
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business from raw materials to final end use.34,35 By the late 1980s, Japanese

firms gained a several-year lead over U.S. firms in CIM systems for electronics

manufacture. Such capabilities may have enabled MELCO to demonstrate
automated manufacturing of the FS-X radar and subcomponents.36

Clearing the Hurdle: The U.S. Low-Volume Problem

Since most U.S. defense firms have not commercialized dual-use technologies to

the extent that MELCO has, they may be at a disadvantage in achieving scale
economies, learning economies, automation, and production flexibility. Low

production volumes in U.S defense procurement and low entry of U.S. defense
firms into high volume commercial product sectors may have imposed some

handicaps in competing with MELCO in producibility and cost.

Labor-Intensive Assembly

One impact of low-volume defense production in the United States is the use of
labor-intensive processes. A 1989 report noted that U.S. contractors were
employing several manual processes to assemble T/R modules. One process was

the construction of module housings by machining aluminum stock and brazing
parts together. With this process, module housings cost $400 each. Another

labor-intensive process was the drilling of holes in the housing to allow electrical
connections to the rest of the antenna. Holes also had to be individually soldered

to provide hermetic protection from exposure to moisture.37 Labor-intensive
processes have contributed to the high cost of T/R modules, with labor costs
exceeding $1,000 per module.38

Since the report, F-22 radar contractors have made considerable progress in

increasing automation. Under programs such as the Air Force T/R Module

MANTECH, U.S. contractors have reduced labor content by increasing
automation and designing producibility into modules. Testing has also been
made more efficient. In an early phase of the MANTECH program, testing

accounted for more than half the labor devoted to module production. By the

341TECH (Japanese Tedmology Evaluation Report) on CIACAD.
35Manufacturing 21 Report: The Future of Japanese Manuftwuring, National Center for

Manufacturing Sciences, 1991, p. 10.
3 6%Md.
37 stn tgi Indurinitia.iv Phase Array Radar study, op. cit.
3 Manufa-turing Tecmnologyfor Radar Transmitem Modules, op. at.
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latter part of the program phase, the contractor managed to reduce testing by a
factor of eight, thereby cutting total labor costs in half.39

Nevertheless, more progress is needed to meet the cost and throughput goals for
T/R modules. Costs of direct labor still exceed the DoD cost goal for entire

modules by severalfold. Also, some labor-intensive tasks remain, such as the
placement of subassemblies on module carriers. As of 1990, U.S. contractors
have demonstrated production capacity of about 300 modules per month, while
DoD estimates that peak F-22 demand could require the production of several
hundred modules per day.40 More automation may be needed to reduce costs by
improving process quality and yields and to increase peak production rates with
higher process throughputs.

Low Capacity Utilization

Low volume demand in defense contracting has also contributed to the high
materials cost of T/R modules. As active materials, GaAs MMICs are the critical
performance and cost drivers for T/R modules. However, MMIC costs are very
high; a chip set for a T/R module can cost from several hundred to several
thousand dollars.41 MMIC costs are high partly because of the low utilization
rates of most U.S. producers. GaAs MM[C production exhibits very large
economies-of-scale because of the prevalence of large fixed costs. IC fabrication
typically involves hundreds of interlinked process steps, each requiring
equipment costing in the millions of dollars. The operation of these steps
requires that firms employ a "critical mass" of technical personnel to operate
even the lowest volume factory. Because these costs are incurred regardless of
production volumes, unit costs are lowest when factories are producing at
approximately their full utilization rates.42

Unfortunately, defense demand is currently too low to justify operation at high
production rates. In 1991, total production output of the roughly 15 contractors
in the DARPA Project MIMIC program totaled about 50 wafer starts.43 Project
MIMIC, while providing more than $500 million in funding for contractors over
the program's 8-year period, assigned 15 producers the same level output over

391bid.
40Interview with USAF engineers.
4 1McQuiddy, D., et a., op. cit
42 Interview with David Lutz, Motorola, Inc.
43Third Annual MIMIC Conference Proceedings, DARPA. 1991.
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1 year that a single fully utilized foundry could perform in 2 days.44 Low

demand has resulted in producers opera,.ag at less than 10 percent of capacity
utilization. Most MMCC contractors in the United States are producing at less

than 40 wafer starts per week, although a low volume GaAs fabrication facility
can handle 400 wafer starts per week. The cost penalty of low utilization is

severe; a factory operating at 50 percent utilization will have 70 percent higher
unit costs than the same factory operating at 100 percent utilization.45

The defense sector has not generated a higher volume because programs have
not produced systems that use MMICs in large quantities. The ARPA MIMIC
program is a technology development program rather than procurement; thus it
involves very low quantities of MMICs produced for demonstration and
evaluation. Current systems procurement programs for MMICs fail to provide

adequate volumes for efficient utilization. One program that is expected to use

MMICs heavily, the F-22, still remains in development and has years to go before

production.
46

Many MvIC defense producers without high-volume commercial customers will

face extinction over the long run if defense demand continues to stay low.47

Although the F-22 may be the largest program user of MMIC in the near future,
F-22 procurement will still support only one or two fully utilized foundries, even

in an optimistic procurement scenario.48 At the same time, a few civilian
applications have already generated higher volumes than total DoD procurement

for MMIC. For example, total MMIC throughput in wafers per week currently
going into the cellular phone assembly line at MELCO alone has already
surpassed the projected demand by the F-22 radar procurement.4 9

Projections show that the civilian wireless applications will soon dwarf the
demand by the U.S. military for microwave solid-state technology and

components by the late 1990s. Over the past few years, the communications
industry has expanded at two to four times the rate of the general economy, with

44Maximum capacities for MMIC fabrication plants are reported to be about 400 wafer starts per
week or more than 50 wafer starts per day. Cohen, E., op. cit

45Skinner, R.,"What GaAs Chips Should Cost," op. cit.
46lnterview with Westinghouse Electric engineers.
47In early 1993, AT&T left the GaAs business. During 1992, several other small GaAs producers

had already been liquidated or sold by their investors. Interview with a U.S. GaAs manager.
48Typical fighter radar production runs during the Cold War have supported rates of about ten

radar systems per month. McQuiddy, D., et al., op. cit.
49MELCO alone s producing 30,000 MMICs per month in cellular phone amplifiers. MELCO

briefings at FS-X Radar Technology Symposium.
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the wireless portion growing even faster throughout the rest of the 1990s.50
Companies worldwide have already begun to design-in systems and components
for digital cellular telephone services in Europe, the United States, and Japan in
the 1994 to 1996 timeframe. On the other hand, flat or moderate growth in

military spending is forecasted for the rest of the 1990s.51-52 Furthermore, more
military spending in this area will go toward commercial, off-the-shelf products,

reinforcing the expectation of a rapidly expanding civilian presence in the

technology frontier.m

Implications of Japan's Commercial Strategy

As a result of the loss of the'consumer electronics industry to Japan during the
1980s, U.S. producers have depended on Japanese suppliers of critical solid-state

technologies. The technologies that are feeding APAR production also feed
production of the high-volume commercial markets described above. Japanese
market dominance in these commercial end products has coincided with the
global dependence on Japanese supplies of lower-tier tools, materials, and

components that enable APAR. This cause-effect relationship is to be expected,
since civilian products generate the greatest demand for these lower-tier
technologies. Also, commonalities between commercial and military products

are greater.

In particular, Japanese firms have managed to capture dominant market shares

for several "RF food-chain" items that are critical to the cost and quality of AFAR
systems. Such products include GaAs starting wafers, GaAs discrete circuits,

fabrication tools, and microwave ceramic packages. Not only are RF food-chain
products important cost and performance drivers for APAR, but they also enable
other military systems such as electronic warfare sensors, communications
equipment, and microwave missile seekers.M Several U.S. radar companies
interviewed admitted purchasing solid-state materials from Japanese sources to
build these types of systems.

The phenomenon of Japanese market domination, however, should not be
viewed as a problem of defense dependency. Rather, this issue is one of

0According to a Motorola company statement, high growth rates for wireless should remain
steady throughout the rest of the 1990s. "Industry Again Looks for Wireless Boost," Electronic News,
Januar 4, 1993.

"EIA [Electronics Industry Association] Forecasts DoD opportunities," Defense & Aerospace
Electronics, October 26,1992.

5 2 -Growth in DoD electronics market by 1995," Defense & Aerospace Electronics, July 15,1991.

53"NATO C3 Must Use Commercial Equipment," Defense & Aerospace Electronics, July 15,1991.
5 4 interviews with ergineer from several US. defense electronics contractors.
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commercial dependency. The dependence by U.S. defense contractors on
Japanese lower-tier suppliers is actually a result of broader market realities
where Japan controls the supply of materials, components, and production
technologies for nearly all applications, both military and civilian. Take for

example solid-state materials. Most of the world's supplies for GaAs wafers are
controlled by a handful of Japanese firms.5 5 In MBE, Japanese firms also
dominate global production and tooling sales and purchases. Although the
United States pioneered MBE research in the 1970s, a Japanese supplier

dominates the global market for production-worthy, MBE machines. Japanese
electronics firms are also the biggest purchasers of MBE machines and are the

dominant producers of MBE-grown transistors. Fujitsu, NEC, and MELCO are
the world's top producers of the high-elecfron mobility transistor (HEMT), a
product responsible for most of the world's MBE production 56

Many U.S. experts believe that Japan is behind the U.S. in GaAs MMICs,
especially in modeling and design of circuits. For the simpler GaAs discrete
devices, however, Japanese firms have dominated global market share since the
early 1980s and are strong in all aspects of this technology. In 1989, just three
Japanese commercial companies, one of them MELCO, had controlled about half
the global market for GaAs discrete field-effect transistor (FE1) devices. The
market shares of all U.S. makers combined amounted to less than 20 percent (see
Figure 7.1).57 Japanese firms also hold a large market share of higher
performance discrete HEMT devices. Fabricated from MBE wafers, Japanese
HEMT devices are now high volume products inserted into DBS home receivers
in Europe and Japan.58

Dominance in discretes certainly would give Japanese firms an edge with MMIC.
GaAs discretes are often thought of as the precursor technology to MMIC. While
discretes contain only one device, MMICs contain several. By being dominant

producers in discretes, Japanese firms may have an edge in device design,
fabrication, and handling of GaAs MMICs.59

55Several engineers interviewed within U.S. defense contractors noted their company's
dependence on Japanese suppliers for starting wafers.

56Interviews with Philip Sullivan, VG Instruments. Fujitsu is a dominant global supplier of
HEMTs.

'7-japan--Callium Arsenide LC. (GaAs IC)-Industry Analysis," Industry Subsector Analyses,
Foreign Commercial Service, US. Department of Commerce, October 1990. The generally higher
prices charged for military procurement will bias the market share upward for US. firms, whose
sales are more heavily dominated by military work than Japanese firms.

58Ibid.
59ntervew with AT&T engineers.
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Other Japanese
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SOURCE: *Japan--Galium Aresenide I.C. (GaAs IC)--ndustry
Anaysis," op. cit.

Figure 7.1-Japan Dominates Market Share for GaAs FET Discretes

How did Japan come to dominate the discrete markets? One could attribute their
successes to a strategy of early usage of incrementally improved process and

component technologies for high volume, commercial applications.60 For
example, in the late 1970s, Japanese consumer electronics firms began inserting
simple but high-performance discrete GaAs devices into "traditional" consumer
electronics products lines whose production they controlled, such as televisions,
video cassette recorders,61 and compact disc (CD) players.62 In the same period,
U.S. firms were applying similar technology mostly for low-volume defense

needs.6
3

Because of early commercialization, Japanese firms became leaders in GaAs
discrete FET production by the mid-1980s.64 The early 1980s also witnessed
growing Japanese strengths in high-quality, low-noise microwave GaAs

60lbid.
611nterview with Bert Berson, Berion & Associates

62CD players contain GaAs laser devices made from similar fabrication processes as those used
for transistors. Nakajima, H., "Dreams and expectations of ll-V semiconductors," Internatioal
Sympiomu GaAs and Reated Compouds, 1989.

63lmterview with AT&T engineers.
64lbid.
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technology for space applications, based on sophisticated GaAs epitaxy-based
processes.65 By 1991, the United States had an almost complete dependence on
Japanese-made GaAs HEMT devices for microwave receive equipment for
communications and electronic warfare during the 1991 Persian Gulf War against
Iraq. U.S. industry, on the other hand, applied similar technology mostly for low
volume needs of the DoD, which had funded relatively low production
quantities for R&D and limited procurement 66

In many cases, Japanese firms inserted GaAs devices into products even though
they provided only marginal benefits over more mature technology. 67 The early
use of GaAs did provide Japanese firms with the early engineering and
production experience needed to master processing and handling. By leaping on
the experience curve before the U.S. firms, Japanese firms nearly assured their
dominance of the GaAs discrete markets by the mid-1980s.

Beyond discretes, Japanese electronics firms went further and began inserting
increasingly sophisticated GaAs circuits into high-volume, commercial products.
As part of an incremental improvement strategy, these firms built on their base in
discrete GaAs circuits and expanded their presence into more sophisticated
hybrid integrated circuits for new high-volume "wireless" applications. From
the late 1980s to early 1990s, the Japanese have developed and are now
producing highly integrated GaAs MMICs for cellular telephones, automobile
and traffic control sensors, and satellite navigation. By the late 1980s, Japanese
industry had gained a dominant position in packaging and assembling of hybrid
MICs and subassemblies as well as multichip modules. The strategy of early
entry into high-volume, commercial markets has enabled Japanese firms to
master many critical process and product technologies that drive cost and
performance of APAR systems.68

6%lnterview with an engineer at Hughes Aircraft Company.
66Interview with AT&T engineers.
67nw'view with Bert Besor, Bermon & Associates.
6 mntemview with engineers at Westinghouse Electrc.
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8. Conclusions

Indications of a Sound Technical Capability

The allied victory in the Persian Gulf War had demonstrated the decisive role of
sensors in modem warfare. The development and operation of sensors based on
active phased array radar constitutes a critical milestone in the quest for military
security and superiority into the 21st century. Because of its many inherent
advantages over mechanical-scan technology, APAR is recognized as providing
the capability to steer beams extremely rapidly, engage multiple targets,
maintain some degree of stealth, generate high quality terrain maps, and change
beam shapes. Compared to PPAR systems, APAR systems also enjoy higher
reliability and maintainability as well as superior beam control and off-boresight
performance.

Japan's timely completion of the FS-X radar may be an early sign of Japanese
competencies in defense electronics. While the FS-X radar performs at a lower
level than front-line US. systems such as the F-15 along several measures, the
FS-X radar still represents a significant achievement as the world's first APAR
operational in a tactical fighter.

Despite this achievement, many US. observers ding to the conventional wisdom
discounting Japan's ability to develop world-class weapon systems on her own.
This wisdom follows the rsoning that because Japan has limited experience
developing and integrating its own weapon systems, it is far behind the US. and
Western Europe in military technology. A closer examination of Japanese
aco~mplishments in systems integration may reveal that the West has severely
underestimated Japan's technological prowess in developing its own defense
systems For instance, by the end of the 1980s, MELCO had completed several
EM prototypes on its own that, according to the JDA, had passed all flight tests
and had demonstrated 20 stand-alone modes, submodes, interleaved modes, and
BIT. Furthermore, experts on Japanese technology can also point to the extensive
experience by Japanese primes in the integration of complex systems such as
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nuclear power plants, ships, satellites, and the most elaborate railway network in
the world.1,2

Japanese system integration capabilities were not developed overnight, however.
In the case of APAR, Japanese technical capabilities can be attributed to a more
than 20-year acquisition relationship.3 Throughout this period, JDA had spent an
undisclosed sum to develop and nurture APAR technology at MELCO through
continuous RDT&E funding. JDA funding also does not include a reported 100

billion yen of internal funds spent by MELCO on T/R module technology
throughout this period.4 This acquisition relationship has led to four successive
X-band APAR prototype systems since 1975. By 1994, MELCO is scheduled to

complete its fifth successive X-band APAR prototype, the FS-X FM radar.
Clearly, Japan has had a consistent long-standing desire to develop X-band

APAR technology using a rapid prototyping, incremental improvement
approach.5

Apart from government-funded R&D, MELCO has benefited from process
capabilities it developed through its civilian divisions because MELCO has
managed to integrate its commercial and military industrial activities. For
instance, not only has commercial know-how been applied to the design and
production of components such as T/R modules, but commercial production
lines, tooling& and expertise are being utilized to make components for the FS-X
radar.

A record of successful commercialiation of high technology appears to have
provided MELCO with some advantages over US. contractors in realizing
APAR. MELCO's rise to dominance in the DBS equipment market for home
television allowed the company to gain an edge in process technologies
applicable to APAR, including solid-state circuit iabrication and handling and
assembly of such circuits into pwC:caged parts.

Furthermore, MELCO's defense efforts may have also benefitted from

commercial investments in flexible manufacturing systems. High product

lpriedman, D. and R. Samuels, op. cit., p. 22.
2Yet another indication of Japan's MergMig systems integration skills is an imaging SAR

developed by MELCO, which reportedly has the highest remolution of any cdvilian satellite radar in
the world. Pwctor, P., '"apan Plais New Generation of Remote Sening Satellites," Aviuiion Week &
Sj= Tedvwkfo, July 13,1992, p. 67.

3 MELCO officials have noted that JDA has continuously funded APAR R&D at MELCO since
1964. FS-XAdwie PMud Amy Radr U.S. Term Report, op. cit.

4 'S-MX Radar Technology Transfer," Niho• Kmlai Shlmbu, January, 26,1993, p. I.
SQuick product turnaroumd a a strategy commonly used by commercial enterprises in Japan,

including the automobile or electronics industri Curiously, one finds that MELCO takes a similar
strategy in its R&D and prototyping of nfiitary APAR.
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turnover and fluctuating demand in the consumer electronics industry gave

Japanese electronics firms the incentives to develop flexible systems. The

application of this infrastructure to defense needs likely enabled MELCO to

demonstrate automated assembly of FS-X radar components quickly after its

development Because MELCO has been applying GaAs and solid-state
microwave technology for high-volume production in civilian products, MELCO

can also enjoy scale economies, learning economies, automation, and flexibility in

some of its defense production as well.

Although the performance of the FS-X EM prototype is regarded as conservative

by U.S. standards, Japan may be using the FS-X as the groundwork for advancing

Japanese defense capabilities over the long run. Through a strategy of

incremental, but continual and rapid improvements, Japan may soon be poised

to become a serious contender as a developer of first-rate defense technology.

Especially as many national governments consider cost-effectiveness as well as

performance, Japan may be poised to leverage its technical prowess in electronics

manufacturing to become a low-cost exporter of defense products.

Futhermore, Japan may be in a position to enter new high value-added markets

for complex electronics systems. Currently the Japanese government has several

programs in place to exploit APAR technology for a variety of defense and

civilian system applications such as ground-based air-defense, weather

moniboing and civilian air traffic Control and surveillance.6

Valuable Capabilities, but Questionable Transfer

The transfer of Japanese FS-X radar technology to the United States, if successful,

could prove valuable to US. interes. In particular, DoD believes that access to

Japanese manufacturing capabilities could help US. contractors reduce costs and

increase production capacity for T/R modules. T/R module production poses

one of the most difficult challenges for the US defense electronics industry, and
some studies indicate that Japan is ahead of the United States in low-cost, high-

quality manufacturing. Consequently, some within DoD are considering

adopting Japan's manufacturing technologies to improve defense manufacturing

in the United States.

Other Japanese capabilities that might benefit US. interests include the BIT

algorithms in the FS-X radar, composite materials for the array structure and

module, and electronic packaging design methodologies and tools. To ascertain

6ftme with agme at MELCO Radar Systeu Grop.
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benefits, however, the United States will have to obtain more details and data on
MELCO technology.

Although several Japanese technologies may appear highly promising, several
factors appear to reduce the prospects for successful transfer to the United States.
One factor, diverging systems requirements, may cause the United States to
develop systems of higher design complexity, rendering Japanese hardware
designs inapplicable. For example, requirements on detection ranges in the F-22
may call for a more powerful radar antenna, which in turn may call for a
different power supply and cooling system design than that of the FS-X.

Another obstacle to technology transfer is a lack of knowledge by U.S. industry.
Lack of knowledge of Japanese technology had been a significant problem during

the first few years of the FS-X program. Before the FS-X Symposium, U.S.
industry knew little about the FS-X radar as well as MELCO design and process
capabilities. Until the Symposium, only a few U.S. government officials, part of
teams that conducted periodic visits to Japan, had knowledge of the FS-X radar.

Other problems hindering technology transfer are the complex procedures and
regulations governing the technology transfer process. These procedures are
often based on highly subjective definitions of technology and can involve
elaborate approval requirements by both the U.S. and Japanese governments.

Stark differences in program requirements could render FS-X hardware and
software technologies inapplicable to U.S. needs. Japan may be employing
processes or designs that violate standards and practices in the United States.
Thus, applications of Japanese processes for US. programs might require an
extensive reevaluation of U.S. and Japanese military requirements.

Finally, Japanese industrial capabilities may not be transferable because of the

integral role of broader industrial factors in processes. Production processes are
often interlinked within a broader corporate context of firms. Often, a process
technology can operate smoothly only within the context of a single firm because
of its dependence on a unique customer-supplier network or internal operating
procedures of a corporation. Consequently, a good process from one firm may
not perform so well when transplanted to a different firm.

Japanese Strengths: R&D and Industrial Philosophy

Japanese manufacturing strengths can be attributed more to industrial
management and philosophy rather than superior technology. The impressive
Japanese manufacturing capabilities witnessed by DoD can be seen largely as a
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result of MELCO sucesseses in their consumer electronics division, whose
business generates the highest volume of demand for component production.
Given the traditionally low volumes of DoD production, U.S. defense contractors
typically lack the high-volume business base to apply Japanese manufacturing
methods.

High-volume consumer products have given Japanese dual-use companies the
ability to apply flexible automated lines to defense needs. In addition, JDA
program managers have shown considerable flexibility in their willingness to
relax requirements from the outset so that commercial components can be used
inside defense systems. Perhaps what the United States can learn most from the
FS-X experience is not so much technology per se but the method by which Japan
manages and integrates technology for commercial and military use.

Another interesting aspect of the FS-X radar is the overall R&D strategy to
advance technology. The Japanese government has followed an incremental
improvement strategy, in which new systems are developed incrementally
improved above a conservative baseline design. Prototyping is done rapidly to
ensure the state of the art advances very quickly. While ensuring rapid progress
over the long run, this approach also appears to have the advantage of lower
risks. Most of all, this approach may have enabled Japan to develop the world's
first tactical airborne APAR. Projecting past accomplishments into the future,
Japan could, by 1997, complete an FS-X radar follow-on that might be more
competitive with the latest U.S. technology.

Another interesting feature of the Japanese acquisition approach is the strong
emphasis on cost and process improvements. For example, improvements from
the EM to FM were focused largely on cost and process improvements, almost to
the exclusion of performance improvements. Chip integration of the FM T/R
module was substantially increased, and the fabrication processes used to make
the chips were substantially upgraded. Meanwhile, key performance
specifications such as peak output power were not changed at all.

This approach reveals a cost-reduction strategy based on selective improvement.
Contractors agree on values for the critical system specifications early in the
design, and then "freeze" these specification values throughout one or more
development iterations. Contractors then focus on high leverage areas where
performance can be improved at minimal additional redesign cost.

In contrast, the United States has tended to pursue systems of unparalleled
performance and has often found itself changing critical design specifications in

the middle of development cycles. While inducing dramatic improvements in
the performance of successive module prototypes in the United States, this
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overall approach may contribute to delays and cost overruns in completing the
F-22 radar.

Japanese motivation in the FS-X radar program seems driven by a desire to
develop a world-class industrial base over the long run rather than to build the

highest performance system over the short run. The FS-X radar program can
almost be considered a demonstration program in which the Japanese
government is proving the systems integration capabilities of its contractors.

Some knowledgeable FS-X observers in the United States note that MELCO
appears to understand APAR technology well enough to have developed a
system of much higher capability. These observers feel that the FS-X radar could
be an "engineering exercise" or "technology driver" to improve the state of the
art of Japanese military technology. In addition, the specifications set by JDA for
the FS-X were so conservative that they were judged as not to dictate the need for
an APAR. If the primary goal of Japan is to maintain or improve indigenous
military design or production capabilities, 7 then the development of a system of
unmatched performance at the present may not only be unnecessary but
counterproductive.

Rather than to develop the highest performance system immediately, Japan may
be using the FS-X as an opportunity to advance indigenous systems integration
skills quickly without incurring high costs. The FS-X could give contractors the
necessary experience base and feedback to hone design and integration skills.

The performance data gathered from flight tests could give the feedback
necessary for engineers to develop a truly superior system in the near future.

As contractors learn more and as the state-of-art technology improves, Japan
could then develop a much higher performance system after the FS-X, perhaps at
lower cost and risk than that for the F-22 radar program. Once a conservative,
baseline operational system is completed for the 1S-X, development of a higher
performance follow-on radar system would not be so difficult because of the
scalability of APAR technology. By completing an operational, albeit
conservative, baseline system as soon as 1994, Japan may be setting the stage for
a highly advanced follow-on radar program to be completed by the late 1990s.
Once a low-level baseline system is built, a significantly improved version could
be built quickly by increasing the array size, the number of modules per array, or

module performance.

7Friedman and Samuels have argued that "Japan has embraced a vision of national security that
elevates local control, national learning and substained development over (short-term] procurement
criteria." Op. cit
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Implications of Japan's Commercial Strategy

APAR provides a visible case study of the linkages between a nation's civilian

electronics industry and military technology base. Strengths of MELCO and
"other Japanese electronics firms in consumer electronics have provided a vast
technical infrastructure capable of manufacturing both civilian and military

components at high quality and low cost. Such an infrastructure has also helped

Japan to meet production for their military systems sooner than U.S. contractors.
For instance, MELCO's rapid demonstration of automated production of T/R

modules may have been possible because of knowledge gained from commercial
experiences with flexible production and CIM.

A focus on commercial applications has enabled Japanese firms to dominate the

market for various lower-tier process, tooling, and materials technologies that
drive APAR cost and performance. Not only have U.S. civilian firms depended

on these Japanese suppliers for process inputs, but U.S. defense firms have also

found themselves heavily dependent on them for critical components such as
microwave ceramic packages and discrete GaAs transistors.

On the other hand, the paucity of commercial applications of APAR-related

technologies by U.S. defense firms has resulted in a captive industry that has

relied on the public sector for financial support. The failure of U.S. defense firms
to commercialize due'-use technologies on a large scale has contributed to low

assembly automation and underutilized fabrication, as well as a heavy

dependence on foreign sources for some critical materials and tooling
technologies.

Dual-use production sharing with high volume commercial applications is
crucial for reducing the cost and improving the process quality of military APAR

production. Because of higher volumes and revenue in the commercial sector,

commercialization of cost-driving components such as MMIC and T/R modules
is necessary to reduce costs and improve quality. With deep reductions in

national defense budgets and a rapidly growing civilian technology base,
commercialization of dual-use technology will become increasingly critical for

the maintenance of a healthy military technology base.

Studies increasingly note that commercial processes and components are
surpassing those developed in the defense sector in terms of cost, performance, 8

81n four classes of silicon ICs--microprocessors, digital signal processors, static random-access
memories, and programmable read-only memories-"commercial markets... equal or lead military
markets in the introduction of tedmologically advanced products" and that "government R&D
funding ir.:ended to skip product generations does not produce advanced ICs faster than commercial
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reliability, and sophistication. 9 Several factors can explain this trend. One factor
is faster turnover rates of commercial products and processes, inducing more
rapid innovations within commercial firms.1° A second factor is the explosion of

the size of the commercial high-tech sector relative to the military. Especially in
many component technologies, the commercial sector sales, production volume,

and profit margins have begun to dwarf that of the military sector.

Consequently, commercial firms can better afford to spend more on R&D and

capital investment than many defense firms in dual-use component and process
technology. A third factor is the broadening competition in high technology
induced by the commoditization of components and systems, particularly such
well-known items as personal computers, workstations, and micro devices. With
competition intensifying, market forces have imposed strict discipline on firms
with regard to their delivery, cost, and performance. Such discipline has forced
firms to remain flexible, low-cost, and innovative. 11 On the other hand, the

government contracting system has tended to reward firms based on short-term
system performance with only secondary emphasis on process efficiency, cost,

and delivery. As the global commercial sector takes over as the primary driving

force for technical innovations, "spin-on" will become the dominant paradigm
for military-commercial technology flows, while "spin-off" will likely wane. 12

Some commentators have observed that Soviet deficiencies in military

technologies, i.e., their inability to keep up with U.S. weapons in electronic
miniaturization and information processing, can be attributed to their severe

weakness vis-&-vis the United States in their civilian semiconductor and

computer industries. These observations about dual-use linkages are nothing
new. Writers throughout the 20th century from Fredrick List in the early 1900s,
Joseph Schumpeter in the mid-1900s, to Paul Kennedy in the 1980s have written

about the centrality of commercial industry and technology to a nation's military
security. The central role of Japan's commercial sector in the development of

Japanese APAR only confirms what industrial economists and historians have

evolutionary development." Slomovic, A., An Analysis of Military and Commercial Microelectronics:
Has DoD's R&D Funding Had the Desired Ffect?, RAND Graduate School Dissertation, 1991.

9Even in terms of reliability and durability, two factors strongly stressed by the military, the
commercial sector has essentiaily caught up or surpassed the military in many areas. Commercially
available computers, radios, and displays were found to be as durable in harsh environments, several
times cheaper, five times easier to acquire, and more reliable than their counterparts in the military.
The Use of Commercial Components in Military Equipment, Defense Science Board, 1986.

10Commercial producers in the United States and Japan introduce a new generation of devices
every two to three years. On the other hand, military systems typically evolve over a 5- to 20-year
cycle. Vogel, S., "The Power Behind 'Spin-ons': The Military Implications of Japan's Commercial
Technology," Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy, April 1991, p. 7. Will appear in
Sandholtz, Bornus, Stowsky, Vogel, and Zysman, The Highest Stakes: Technology, Economy and Security
Policy, Oxford University Press, forthcoming.

1 1lbid.
12Ibid.
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known for more than a century. Perhaps the almost singular success of U.S.
civilian industries in foreign trade after World War IH allowed many U.S.

policymakers to take for granted the role of U.S. civilian technology in the
advancement of defense systems technology. Only very recently, as foreign
competition in civilian high technology has intensified, U.S. policymakers have
become more attuned to the importance of the commercial industrial base to U.S.
national security.
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9. Policy Recommendations

Reducing Barriers to Technology Transfer

Despite seemingly promising areas, several factors hinder the transfer of

Japanese FS-X radar technology to the United States. One difficulty arises from
imperfect information flows. Technical managers within some subtier suppliers
were not aware of FS-X technology transfer opportunities in their areas of
business, although these areas are enabling technologies for APARl Although
the symposium was widely advertised, many subtier suppliers did not attend.

One area where U.S. policy can help is to expand information flows deeper into
relevant, lower-tier subsectors of U.S. industry. While the DoC should be
commended for its vigorous advertising for the FS-X Symposium and the high
turnout by large defense firms, greater focus is now needed toward firms
specializing in such relevant fields as microwave components, electronic

packaging, assembly tools, and solid-state materials. If the FS-X is advertised
only as a military radar instead of as a complex system drawing on many state-
of-the-art technologies, many potential beneficiaries will be missed.

To address this problem, the DoC and DoD need to continue to work together in
expanding communication about the FS-X deeper into the more specialized

subtiers. DoC should take the broadest possible view of the technologies that
may be accessible in the program and then disseminate such information

throughout as many subtiers as possible. DoD could greatly assist DoC by
recruiting technical expertise residing at the defense laboratories. Such expertise
can play a critical role in composing a comprehensive list of all technologies, both

products and processes, that could be related to that used by MELCO to design,
develop, and produce APAR. With such a list, DoC could better identify new
subtiers that may be relevant to the FS-X. It could also inform these subtiers on
how the FS-X can be relevant to their businesses.

Over time, the DoC should set up meetings and notices with more of the
specialized industry and trade associations. For example, in addition to the EIA,
the DoC should also send notices to even more specialized associations within
the EIA, such as the US. GaAs Manufacturing Technology Association or the
Multi-Chip Module and Packaging Association. In this way, a maximum
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number of industrial sectors can be informed of the FS-X, and its relevance to

their specific fields of business can be conveyed.

Another problem of technology transfer was revealed by the widespread

confusion expressed by US. managers over the procedures and mechanisms for
receiving technology through the FS-X program. Furthermore, these managers
typically come from technical backgrounds and lack the knowledge, experience,
and interest in the complex legalities of U.S.-Japan acquisition agreements and
bureaucratic rules governing technology transfer. Such confusion points to the
need for further clarification and, if possible, simplification of the technology
transfer process.

One option is for the United States to bargain with the Japanese delegation in the
Joint Military Transfer Committee (JMTC)' to clarify the procedures. This option,
however, may be limited because many of the procedures have been set in
writing by the FS-X agreements. In addition, the JMTC lacks the jurisdiction to
change these agreements. 2 Another option is to mitigate the complexities of the
procedures by making the transfer process more "transparent" to U.S. industry.

A single office could be established to handle most of the bureaucratic hassle and
paperwork on behalf of all the US. companies requesting access to the FS-X. For

instance, instead of having government officials delve into the different
technology categories and procedures when dealing directly with interested US.
companies, a single, authoritative source of contact should be established to
simplify the process of U-9 company inquiries. This source should be operated
by people experienced with all the technology transfer procedures and regulating
bodies that can provide support to US. companies.

This agency should act on behalf of individual U.. companies by consulting
with and gaining approvals from all agencies involved in the technology transfer
process. This agency should also be required to provide timely feedback to all
inquiring U.S. companies about the likelihood of approval of their request,
modifications needed for approval, and the amount of time expected before
approval.

11M JMNrC is the bilateral body of US, and Japanese military officials that was se up to manage
and monitor tednology transfers in te PS-X.21"h tedclmoio btra procedures were written in the FS-X agreements and are not subec to

mw by the W C one h Captai Sid Perkai, USAF.
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Further Study into Japanese Acquisition and Industry

The policy environment for U.S. defense acquisition has reached a crossroads.
The Cold War imperative to develop systems of the highest performance has run

into conflict with a post-Cold War emphasis on budget savings. Despite the

many operational performance benefits of APAR, an austere budget environment

has raised new concerns over procurement costs of the technology. In the F-22

radar program, DoD views T/R mot up %C the biggest risk facing the

program, and the desire to resolve th. •,,om -.hty issue is a primary motive

behind DoD's interest in Japanese manufaL rin• technology.

Nevertheless, high requirements are an important factor driving up T/R
modules costs. DoD has set very stringent performanee specifications for the

F-22 T/R modules to ensure that the radar's performanm wi!.- be superior to

existing radar systems. While successful in inducing contractors t- improve

performance of module prototypes in a very short time, it may have imposed

difficulties in maturing the system design and production technology to

operational status.3

Consequently, the United States should study not only Japanese technology in
the FS-X program but also its own acquisition management strategy. The United

States may even want to consider Japan's long-term acquisition approach as a

possible alternative to the current system as US. defense budgets downsize. The

Japanese approach emphasizes cost and schedule reduction through design

maturation, parallel engineering, and process improvement. Such an approach

could inject greater cost-responsiveness into the acquisition process during

system design and integration phases. The US. Air Force is funding a program
that will send U.S. scientists, engineers, and managers to Japan to learn about

Japanese technology and management practices. The government may wish to
include acquisition management as a target field of study for such courses as

well.

Incremental R&D

In considering Japanese acquisition practices, DoD may consider further easing

of systems requirements for programs such as the F-22 to control costs and
schedule better. While programs that improve the defense manufacturing base,

such as MANTECH and Industrial Modernization Initiatives Programs are
highly commendable, the DoD may wish to consider other reforms based on

3lntm.vlsw with a teKhnical mnarMw for a US, radar cmtractor.
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Japanese practice that better internalize costs in the requirements setting process.
Further study by such agencies as the Defense Management College on the
iterative, incremental improvement acquisition approach employed for Japan's
APAR R&D is recommended.

Another pattern emerging in the discussion of Japanese acquisition is an explicit
long-term relationship between MELCO and the JDA. In this arrangement,
financial incentives for innovation could be provided by linking financial
rewards to improvements over a baseline in system cost, process, and/or
performance. Such a baseline could be set by the cost and performance of the
previous prototype iteration. One benefit of this approach is internalizing costs
into the requirements and specifications setting process while also providing
incentives for continual improvements in the state of the art.

Yet another difference in Japanese approaches toward acquisition is apparent in
the reliance on fewer sources for development and procurement for APAR.
Throughout its history, the JDA has relied almost exclusively on MELCO for
AFAR technology. in current times of tight budgets, the United States can less

afford the redundancy and duplication of effort of multiple sourcing, although
the likely reduction in rivalry among firms could introduce other problems.4

With U.S. contractors using labor-intensive processes and under-utilized
factories, DoD may consider awards to joint ventures and teaming of firms rather
than dual-sourcing to several competing firms. This approach might help to
foster longer-term relationships among fewer sources for a particular
technology.5 Also, DoD should not interfere with the waves of industrial
consolidation overtaking the US. defense industry. While creating turmoil and
economic hardship in the short run, the costs may be outweighed by the benefits
of creating a more efficient and capable defense industry over the long run.

Promoting Dual-Use

The case of MELCO has highlighted the critical importance of commercializing
dual-use technologies whenever feasible. The active role of the Adminstration
and Congress in helping domestic industries commercialize dual-use technology

4 A move toward si•nglesourcng rnis a difficult dilemma in which the befits of scale
economis though smin-gWsmdng ruo aais the pot•t•al Aks of supply inmtruption or prie
ouging caued by a sngle-sue arragment. Many would also note that a move away from faWr,

competi•tre multiple source comracting might ope a Pandora's box of coruption and Wfficiency if
the govermet had to rly on a monopolistic, sigle-souce for the supply of a cucial thnology or
syste•

Tseming is an appmach that cam help diffus R&DIneated knowledge through the idustry
and eiminte duplication of multiplewsufn while avoiding poential atitrust problem
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is, therefore, justified on national security grounds. As this report has argued,
commercialization will likely become the primary source of technology
innovation for the US. military services in the foreseeable future. Perhaps as

importantly in the long run, however, commercialization would also help to
generate the domestic jobs and corporate profits necessary to ease the economic
shock caused by downsizing defense budgets.6

The case study of the FS-X radar reveals the importance of unsurpassed technical
prowess in the commercial sector and spin-on to military strength in the post-
Cold War era. As defense spending declines, the erosion of the U.S. defense
industrial base has become a primary concern for defense planners. Such erosion
could be forestalled by a world-class c.ommercial technology base and skillful
application of commercial technology to military uses. The United States should
continue steps to allow defense contractors to utilize more commercial resources
in developing and producing military products. For example, with dual-use
integrated firms, revenues from the commercial sector production could help
maintain a "critical mass" of expertise applicable to the design, integration, and
production of military systems.

The above argument assumes strong synergies between commercial and military
sectors in R&D and production. The case of MELCO and the FS-X radar sheds
light on the forms of these synergies. For example, not only is MELCO applying
similar assembly processes for defense and commercial products, but it is also
using the same production lines.7

Spin-On More Effective Than Spin-Off

The case study also reveals that, for the most part, commercial-military synergies
tend to be one-way, that spin-on predominates spin-off. This conclusion can be
seen with the recent proliferation of commercial applications in civilian wireless
communications and microwave sensing, which are operating in the same or
higher frequency bands as military airborne fire control radar. MELCO, for
example, has revealed its development of phased arrays for vehicular
communications and air-traffic control operating at fire control frequencies. 8

Several other US. and Japanese companies are reportedly trying to develop T/R

6Gury Denma, direcor of ARPA, has reflected ths viewpoint in the following quoe "A lot of
chnotogles are so expesie that we can't afford to rely on purely military market. We [also need

ton )ue the commeralbase to make military products more affordable-" Scott, W., "ARPA Applies
Dint-use to Affordable Defense," Av"iiom Week & Spwce Tednolog, April 12,1993, p. 44.

7bnterview with a US. enginew who worked on a joint venture with MELCO.
8FS-X Acime Pha Army PRaw U.S. Tem Rqpen, op. cit.
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modules for automobile collision avoidance and cruise control operating at
X-band.

For example, Hughes Aircraft Company is investing in X-band module

technology for automotive sensors for speedometers, cruise control, collision
avoidance, and triggers for airbags. 9 Although the requirements will likely be far
less demanding than in military applications, Hughes has claimed that many
T/R module engineering concepts between military radar and civilian obstacle

detection systems are similar. The entry of these products into the marketplace is
highly auspicious for dual-use application of expensive capital equipment and

specialized human talent in microwave, solid-state technology. Nevertheless,
many industry observers note the difficulties facing Hughes in lowering the costs

of the system to ensure wide acceptance in the civilian markets. Such difficulty

highlights the inherent problems of spin-off.

Rather than focus on converting defense resources to commercial use, the FS-X

radar case study calls for the advancement of commercial state-of-art itself, and
the improvement of commercial-to-military technology flows.10 The following
lists some barriers to spin-on and policy recommendations drawn from the
author's interviews and discussions with experts representing US. industry.

DoD accounting regulations pose entry barriers for successful commercial firms

competing for defense contracts, especially R&D. Managers for commercial
companies have long complained of the high cost of converting their accounting

systems to comply with DoD contracting regulations. These regulations also
raise barriers for defense contractors to enter commercial markets by giving
defense firms excessively high overhead rates. Also, commercial industries often
have to integrate their production and R&D together to ensure design for
producibility. These regulations have not only made spin-off difficult but also

illegal in some cases.

These barriers may seem formidable given the huge separation between

commercial and defense sectors in the industry. Numerous examples tell of
faihues by defense firms in converting to commercial products.11 Other

examples tell of U-S. prime contractois that separate their commercial R&D and

9hiftiview wliI Omilas IKnovi, Hughe Radar Sysmas Gmup.
lO~go SeroS- -so~ i IsisrmaoaulSidsmwk IntegvswiugConuiwf ad MilwyTedmolgics

dasinanie• Umbtf di-ke •tius ad brge Imedg t nd the United States.
J. CA Wo as A 17*L *as 30 (M Mmar-ht mgarytow vioatd in delense contracting.
J.AM's 39rd fhif. Album Iu Wall00mci Tachulogdu in a Cl.ingin World, describoes the

idiode biUcade and policy I j II P 11 of dual-wse segregation in US.11 industry.
IIP~dwui aid Swmub noVe GQm01m's hiaes in hduIt canoes and school buses and

lodmiWls itae In Owath ft ovaba•l business. dm ad Samuels, op. cit. p. 46.
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production operations from the military at both the plant and division level A

study on aerospace forging and casting firms showed U.S. subcontractors readily
integrating civilian with military work but rarely venturing into nonaerospace
work. Japanese aerospace companies such as MILCO focus on applying their

commercial excellence to military needs and thus seem better able to perform
aerospace along side of nonaerospace work. 12

To faciliate spin-on, DoD may wish to review its contracting policies. For
instance, DoD should consider allowing contractors to retain more of the
intellectual property over the technologies it develops under contract. One

widely noted disincentive against the participation of commercial firms in DoD

contract work is the prospect of losing intellectual property over the technology

developed under contract. Commercial firms have also noted lower profit

margins and high risks of overruns in DoD contracting.

Further, DoD may also wish to rethink how it awards contracts. For example,

most contract awards for MMIC have gone to large systems developers rather
than lower-tier firms that specialize in high volume MMICs for the commercial

sector. As a result, IC factories in large systems houses have suffered from low

utilization rates and high cost. The DoD should consider ways to increase the

involvement of lower-tier commercial suppliers into the defense contracting

system.

To summarize, Japanese industry appears to have process and system

technologies that are either superior to US. capabilities or that could serve the

interests of U.S. companies, especially if they could be transferred costlessly.
Nevertheless, numerous problems of lack of knowledge and access, conflicts of
interest, incompatible requirements and needs, and nontransferrability of

industrial assets severely hamper the chances for successful FS-X technology

transfer. The case study of the FS-X radar, however, raises issues of industrial

and acquisition management rather than technology as indicated by an

examination of US. needs, Japanese strengths, and problems of access. This

report has argued for closer examination of the broader acquisition and

industrial issues of Japanese R&D and industrial management of high

technology. Given the numerous difficulties that face technology transfer,

perhaps the most valuable benefit of the PS-X program is the elucidation of

successful Japanese approaches to government acquisition and industrial

management of advanced, dual-use technology.

Ulbid. p. 46.
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